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Defenders fly as Fred Killings runs for yardage. Left to right, Jeff Duribor, Killings, Morehouse Tiger and Dwight B_run~on, 
' Bison trample improved Tigers, 47-211<:" 
By Aloiiza Robertson 
Hi lltop Staff Reporter 
ATLANTA - The opening act 
of this season's Willie Jeffries ' 
Show debuted at B.T. Harvey 
Stadium Saturday, and before an 
emotional packed house the Bison 
performed as expected , rolling 
past the Morehouse Col lege Tigers 
47-21. 
In an overcast gloomy day , the 
Bison 1ook the field a little nar. It 
seemed Morchot1se was h}'ped and 
• 
i~y for this game, the fOurth 
since the annual series was resum-
ed in 1985. Neither the marching 
band, nor any significant number 
of students made the trip. The 
Morehouse men envisioned upset. 
In their first series the Tigers 
drove down the field to the Bison 
25 yard line on a series of running 
plays. It was there that the defense 
tightened up. ' 
On their second pos~ession of 
the game fullback Anthony Scott, 
a converted defensive back, broke 
through the line of scrimmage, 
I .. -
Carver -students attacked 
local melee • Ill 
Bl' Derrick Payne 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
An assault on two Howard Univer~ 
sity students on the second day of 
classes has outraged Carver 1-lall 
residents and heightened tensions bet~ 
ween Howard students a11d the sur-
roun.ding community . 
On Tuesday, August 30 at approx-
imately 7:30 p.m., Richard Byers and 
William Cobb, two Carver residents 
were hit wi1h bricks and short logs in 
an incident that began when a fight 
erupted bet\veen two neighborhood 
teenagers in the street in front of the 
dormitory. 
According to Cornelius Lewis, a 
junior in Carver Hall, several ~ students saw a cro\vd and rushed out-
\ side thinking that a Howard student 
was being attacked. An arguement 
Jhen insued between approximately 
ten of the Carver Hall residents and 
approxima1ely 14 of the assembled 
teenagers . The teenagers then rush-
ed into a corner store , Cookie's Cor-
ner, 1970 2nd Street, _grabbed eggs 
and began pelting the dormitory w_ith 
them. 
• 
Although most of the Carver Hall 
residents went back inside , a fist fight 
broke out between Byers, Cobb and 
several of the teens. Byers \Vas then 
struck in the head by a brick and a 
tree limb . He was treated at Howard 
University Hospital and later 
released. 
Although one of the youths \\'as 
,dragged inside the dormit<?ry by 
residents to be held for the police, the 
other youths hurled bricks through 
the front door glass, rl!Shed in and 
pulled him out. 
The incident was immediately 
followed by an emergency dorm 
meeting at which many of the Carver 
Hall residents expressed their shock 
and frustration. 
''\Ve' re fed up. We're tired of the 
lack of security between Carver, 
Slowe and the Main campus, and 
something has to be done immediate-
ly,'' said Les Burns, a spokesman for 
the Men of Carver, a group represen-
ting the dormitory, 
Both William Keane, Dean of 
Residence Life, and Austin Lane, 
Dean of Student Services, were call-
ed at home and asked to come to the 
meeting, , but both declined. The 
Washington D.C . Metropolitan 
Police Department was also called , 
but stated that all they would be able 
J-O-do was''write a report and file it.'' 
The following morning, a delega-
tion of Carver residents met with 
Dean Keane to discuss the previous 
night's incident. Keane stated that 
rhef~ is ''little that Howard can do to 
change these attitudes of the com-
- -
munity,'' and that a''large part of the 
problem is frustration, drugs, and 
jealousy." 
He added that the demand for 
more security is always an. ap-
propriate issue but must .be address-
ed.. in terms of the budg·et. 
/ ' It is difficult (for security staff) 
to find young men with the necessary 
educational requirement of a high 
school diploma who can pass the 
drug test. We are not going to pre-
tend that we are in a fantasy world 
\vhere everybody is perfect, we will be 
severely dissapointed, ''said Keene. 
Residents of the dormitory called 
a second mee!ing en Thursda}', in 
which William Bryant, the Carver 
Hall dorm director, Deane Keene, 
Va. Beach weekend 
crossed field and outran 
everybody 79 yards 10 the end 
zones. It was only his second col-
legiate. carry. 
It was the spark to get the Bi~on 
motor running. Before the day 
was over the team had ammassed 
almost 400 yards alone just runn-
ing the ball. Fred Killing's slashing 
15 yard runs here and 20-yard 
jaunts assured all those wh0 wor-
ried who'd assume the workhorse 
duties since Harvey Reed had been 
lost to the Chicago Bears ·of the 
ptofessional league. By day's end 
I I _. 'f 
I 
he had 19 carries f9r )48 yards. 
Steady running from tailback 
J.J. Carpenter, 7 Carries for 60 
yards, coupled with the experienc-
ed option q arterbacking of Lee 
DeBose mus have made Jeffries 
nerves rest a little easier: 
The off en ve line featured the 
return of big (6'7'' 365 lbs.) Willie 
Felder who was seen on the end of 
a number of good blocks. 
On their third possession the 
Bison took to the air. Junior wide 
See Morehouse, page 12 
Photo by Shelton Smith 
The front of Carver Hall was damaged during a iftelee Aug. 30: 
and representatives from Howard Carver Hall residents however re-
Security and the Washington main dissatisfied. Many of them cited 
Metropolitan Police Department their attempts to help the communi-
ty, such as the Carver Hall fundraiser 
were present. held last Thanksgiving which raised 
.. During the meeting, Lawrence money and canned food for the peo-
Dawson, chief of the Fifth District of pie in the neighborhood . Also the 
the D.C. Police, stated that due to the tutoring programs held at Lewis 
incisJ.ent!._How!!rd. Security has rent~ School, 300 Bryant Street, NW as 
additional officers to patrol the area their attempts to be ''good 
between Carver and Slowe Halls for neighbots." 
a three-week-period . ''Money iSit.always an issue, but 
••After September 17, there will be when people stan moving out and go-
a review to see if the additional ing back home because they don't 
security is still needed. Our biggest feel safe, money will be an even big-
pro bl em is manpower.'' said ger problem," said Corneil us Lewis, 
Dawson. a student from Baltimore, Mai;yland 
Officer David Chapman, chief of whose mother urged-him to consider 
Howard Security Was met with angry commuting. 
disagreement when he commented - -B-Cnjan1in Hunter, a senior and a 
that ''our biggest problem is drugs . Carver Hall resident for the past two 
The problem that~ou have outside is years added, ''We've exhausted every 
not a police problem, it is a com- available channel, eveFy recommend-
munity problem." ed method of·solving this problem, 
''!he .soll!tions. to thi~.P'.oble~ ~~!! We're not going to be intimidated 
1iut ut: !>1111v1t: u1 11111 11 t:u~dlt:, 1101 wi:! and we will protect ourselves and our 
they always have the desired. effects, _bQ...rne~ by whatever means are 
added Dean Keene. necessary." -···· 
• • 
I 
'Betrayed' r.eviewed 
Freshmen face 
housing crisis 
• 
By Vlctq r Wright 
J:iilltnp S1ayr Repqrter 
In an at tempi to allievate the poor 
housing prospects of graduate 
students, the Howard University 
Enrollm~J:!LUP 
six percent 
• 
Department of Residence Life, the . ,_ By Henry Duvall 
administration and the board of Spof ial 10 1he Hilltop 
tfustees harte authorized the construc-
tion of a $48•million apartment com- For the first time in about. 
plex. The facility will house approx- five years Howard's enrollment 
imately 1,273 people and is located may be peaking once again. An 
on the 9th Street and Barry Place. estimated 22 percent increase in 
Meanwhile, more than 1,000 freshman and transfer student 
freshman are without on-campus enrollment this fall will push 
housing this semester. overall enrollment at the 
According to Dean Wiliam Keene, University to a prOjected 6 
director of Student Housing, the percent rise, according to, 
number of applications from new preliminary admissions data. 
students increased by 44 percent over The registrar gives a ''conser-
last year. In addition to the 1,100 vative estimate'' of thi~ fall's 
spaces initallY set aside for new enrollment. ''When the smoke 
students, often continuing students clears, we project about 11,.500 
on the lottery waiting list were assign- students will have enrolled, 
ed. ''Our Off-Campus Housing 
Referral Service assisted hundreds of which represents an 6 percent 
increase over last fall (which 
new and continuing students find recorded an enrolled . of 
non-University accommodations," 10,839),' •said Cecil A. Franklin 
said Keene. · -- -· 
, Howard University Community Dr. Carl Anderson, vice 
Dii-ector Mollie Hopkins, believes the president for student affairs, 
University did all it could to fulfill it's cites.''a combination of factors 
obl igation. However, students, she including 'CitijUtation of the 
said, failed to follow proper pro- university, reasonable costs to 
cedure in acquiring housing. attend, and enhanced recruit-
Many freshman who were accepted ment activities,'' as reasons for 
for enrollment at HOward assumed Howard's enrollment increase. 
tha on-campus housing was An estimated 2,819. fresfiinan 
and transfer students have 
guaranteed to them and mistakenly enrolled (although some have 
did not submit housing applications, not yet completed ·the registra-
according to Hopkins. Those who tion process), which accounts 
did often missed the deadline. 
''When students do not send in for an increase of seine 513 
their application and room deposits students over 2,306 enrolled in · 
tl)e fall of I QR7 . 
on time, we cannot get an accurate '---------------' 
count of prospective housing," said 
Hopkins. 
Currently, 1,250 freshman are 
without on-campus housing, a figure 
Hopkins says is down due to the 
diligent efforts by her office. ''We 
housed 3,000 students since Aug. 1." 
Apartment complexes throughout 
Washington are helping in easing the 
burden. The Dorchester, Diplomat 
• 
Suicide, · car crash claim 
pair of Howard students 
By Stefani LaCour r . I Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Transfer student Reginald Mitchell 
of Buffalo N. Y. jumped to his death 
Sunday August 28 from a sixth story 
window of Holy Cross Hospital in 
Montgomery County, Md. 
Mitchell, a recent transfer from 
Erie Community College in Buffalo 
N. Y., was enrolled as an art major 
in the School of Fine Arts. 
• 
~ 
I 
\ 
The 23 year-old-resident of 
Meridan Hill dormitory, was found 
crawling and walking on Georgia 
Ave. in Silver Spring, Md. at and 
brought to Holy Cross Hospital by 
fire ambulance at 12:24 p.m., accor- Morris Belk 
ding to John Walker direc-tor of will be held at 12:00 today at ·Rankin 
Community Relations at Holy Cross Chapel . 
Hospital . Belk, 28, died early Sunday morn-
''He was given a medical examina- ing from massive head injuries sus- · 
tion which included a blood test tained in a car .accident near Chill um 
which proved negative for drug use,'' and Queens Chapel Road. According 
said Walker. Mitchell's confused and to Alan Hermesch, Director of 
erratic behavior was attributed to his_ University Relations, Belk was on his 
having a very high fever and not ' way to visit one of his fraternity 
psychological illness, according to brothers between 8 and 9 p.m. Satur-
Walker. · day, when his car swerved to avoid 
Mitchell was sent to the sixth floor hitting another vehicle and overturn-
medical floor and given a sitter or a ed throwing him from his , red 
private nurse to watch over him, ac- Volkswagen convertible. 
cording to Walker. At 4: 10 a.m. Mit- He was rushed to the Medstar Unit 
chell sprang from his bed, grabbed a at Washington Hospital Center where 
crucifix and starting shouting about he was pronounced dead at 12:42 
Christ . The nurse then ran for help a.m. of a skull fracture and severe 
and Mitchel ran from the room, ran brain damage. 
past a male nurse, who tried to Belk , a native of Odenton, 
restrain him, and dove head first Maryland, entered Howard in Fall 
from the window to the second floor 1978 as an accounting major where 
balcony, according to Walker. . he was enrolled as a student off and 
Mitchell was pronounced dead at on until Spring 1987 Hermesch said. 
5 a.m. of cardiopulmonary arrest. Sigma.Michael Smith said, ''Mor-
The lower part of his spine wa~lso ris was looking forward to this Year 
fractured. because he was very close to gradua-
In an unrelated incident, furl.era! tion and wanted to opei1 his own 
· f ''o .... ; .. n .. 11.- ., ....... m .. r h •• ,:~ ....... H:~ ..i--·'- ···- · ··ery unt1"111 · i0 ;cr .. ·1ccs or ,,, , ,, .............. , .. •v•••• ... uu ,,,,,,.->,,. l'" ....... a.l11 wc.3 v t:,, 
Howard student and member of Phi to us all and he will be greatly miss-
Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated ed." 
• 
I • 
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.. U. · mourns 3 1llumni CAR program adjusts to accommodate 
• 
By Stoll N. McClenney 
Hilltop Staff Repo;ter 
Dr. Jack White, Sr. founder· and 
senior advisor of the Howard Univer· 
sity .Cancer Center died of cancer on 
July 2. Born in Stuart; Florida in 
1921, he attended Florida A & M and 
Howard Medical School in 1941 
·After a residency at the 
Ffeedmen'.·s Hospit.al, he .was selected 
as. the first ·African-American to be 
trained as a cancer surgeon in New 
York. Dr. White returned to Howard 
in 1951 as an assistant professor of 
surgery and director of the Cancer 
Clinic. 
His devotion to education led to 
numerous promotions and a chair-
manship in 1974, in the Oncology 
department, which he held until his 
retirement in 1986. 
Clarence M. Pendelton Jr., 58, a 
former coach of the Bison swim 
·team, died on June 5. At the time of 
his death, Pendelton was chairman of 
the U.S. Civil Riahts Corrimissfon. 
He was appointed to that po.Sition by 
President Ronald Reagan in 1981 .. 
Pendelton, a Washington native, 
graduated from Dunbar High School 
anO received both his Bachelor of 
Science and Master of Arts degrees 
from Howard. He also coached the 
swim team for mor·e than a decade, 
producing lOchampionShipteams in 
11 years. Pendelton also served with 
an army medical unit at Fort Mon-
mouth, N .J. during tPe Ko~ean '!/~r .. · · 
Pendelton had his Own business 
anddevelopment firm, was a trustee 
emeritus of the Scripps Clinic and 
Research Foundation, and had serv-
ed on the Board of , the Great 
Americ3.n . First Savings Bank . He 
also worked f6r the California 
Higher Education Loan Authority 
and the San Diego Coalition for 
Economic and Environmentc:.-1 
Balance. 
''All over fhe,.,country, in large 
prestigious institutions and small · 
Qackwater towns, he made people 
lace what he had tosay.'' Thomas 
.. ,.. ' 
' \ 
• 
1· 
j 
. . 
Sowell said in eulo~izing Pendelton 
. 
during his memorial service held June 
7. 
Pendelton is survived by his wife 
Margrit, son George and daughters 
Susan and Paula. · 
Services were · held for James S. 
Tinrey, 46, a joufnalism professor at 
Howard and founder, of Faith Tem-
ple, at the Andrew Rankin Chapel on 
June 18th. 
Dr. Tinney was considered an 
a·uthority on the black Pentecostal 
church and on the history of the 
black pres·s. Quring the mid-1970's, 
he was the editor of the Washington 
Afro-American newspaper. He also 
was a speech writer for John Con-
yers, D-Mich. and.undersecretary of 
the Department of Urban Housing 
and development, Samuel C. 
Jackson. 
On '.rune 20th. service.s were held 
Photo by David Embden 
-· . 
Registration offers many a dull moment for students. 
' 
• 
unusually large number of new entrants 
. . . 
r 
By Lori D. Buckner 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The test is widely used around the 
nation, Kelly said. 
''We did considerable research to 
An unusually large freshman class find suitable tests. There are various 
has caused a delay in planned im- advantages (to the TSWE and ACT-
provements for the Center for Eng). For one thing they afe 
Academic Reinforcement. automatically scored and accurate.'' 
Dr. George Rhodes, CAR director Many students find themselves 
said more students are expected t~ blindly sent to CAR without a clear. 
' enroll this semester than in previous understanding of the program. 
'i semesters-. He anticipates that Basic Rhodes said CAR is making a 
Dr. Samuel G~ 
for Frank Robert Cook Jr., a Dun-
bar High School and Howarci 
University graduate. His higher ' 
education included a BacheloJ of 
Science in Psychology in 1944 and a 
masters in the same academia in 
1946. Intermittently, during . educa-
tional years, Cook studied for and 
received licenses in the areas of real 
estate, brokerage and accounting. 
Samuel Lucius Gandy was buried 
on June 29. . The retired 
Dean of the School of Divinity came 
to Howard in 1964. Dr. Gandy en-
. joyed 22 years or service to the 
university and community. His 
· endeavors included a wide ministry 
and several colleges and universities 
·as a guest speaker, and boards of the 
1following organizations: Council of 
Churches, -WETA/Channel 26, he 
National Conference of Christians 
· and Jews and the Advisory board of 
the District of Columbia Mental 
Health Association. 
Math classes' will have more than 600 ''greater effort to determine the 
students and CAR Verbal {English) weaknesses of students.'' r 
will have approximately 300. ''Many students don't realize that 
Courses in the CAR program ad- the (math placement) examination is 
dress the developmental needs of so important until it's over,'' Rhodes 
students in English and mathematics. said. Those who question their 
Placement in Basic Math is based assignment to CAR are often 
on the performance on an exam given unaware of any options or avenues 
.to new entrants during their orienta- available to have the placement 
tion period. The Test of Standard reconsidered. 
Written English which accompanies At the request of students or ad- . 
the SAT or the ACT English Test is visors, CAR faculty may reexamine 
1,1sed to determine English placement. test scores, meet with students or ad-
In the pasr, ·an individual English minister a second test. 
test was also administered during ''It's not as rigid as people think,'' 
orientation. Students who do not Rhodes said of the CAR math pro-
score at least a 33 on the TSWE or gram. ''Sometimes they're simply 
a 13 on the ACT-Eng are placed in told their score isn't quite good 
CAR Verbal. enough." 
The change was implemented as But, he said, efforts are made to 
part of a ''more comprehensive ''let them know there is the oppor-
testing program,'' Rhodes said. tunity to demonstrate their ability.'' 
,. With the new program, the results Included in a packet sent to new 
are available much earlier than in entrants during the summer is a sam-
years before, Rhodes said , consider- pie exam and a list of helpful hints 
ing the confusion of registration. - to aid students in preparing for the 
The SAT and ACT are available placement test. 
during the summer and make place- Students are also encouraged tQ 
ment possible before studen ts arrive contact the CAR office for additional ~ 
for the school year. help. Rhodes said that some students 
''We don't have to scurry around are faced with the test, which covers 
in the fall," said Dr. Ann Kelly·, arithmetic, algebra and pre-calculus, 
· chairman of the freshman English after a year or more without taking 
department. High school math of any sort. 
· transcripts a·re not used in the place- . ''Some students didn'~ take math 
ment process, Kelly said. ''It turns in th~ twelfth grade. Their last math 
out that the TSWE is highly predic- was in eleventh .. .. That's not really 
tive of success in a writing course,'' easy,'' Rhodes said. 
she said. Freshman psy~holo~y major, 
• 
Regina Jones fell into the category 
much like Rhodes described. 
·•'I dido 't like the way they did it.'' 
said Jones, who because of a nursing 
program in her high.school, has not / ··· 
. had math in the past two years. She ·. 
· is now in Basic Math I. ''I've been ~ ' 
through this all before. The class is 
good for review but as far as me stay- , 
ing in there for no credit- I see no 
use in it '' 
.. .. ·- ""- ... -
Students in CAR cburses receive 
credit toward classification hours, 
but not toward graduation. 
Rhodes said the English program 
is doing ''something a little different 
this year.'' 
''They indicated quite specifically 
what they want us to do. They want ' 
us to deliver students with the ability 1 
to do a good solid paragraph. They 
want us to build a foundation so 
students can do a good composi-
tion.'' 
There is no flexibility in the initial 
placement in CAR Verbal. All 
students who achieved · less than a 
score of 33 on the TSWE or 13 on 
ACT-~ng _are a1:1to~.~!ically placed. 
Kelly, conc-Cding that ''The (fSWE · 
or ACT-Eng) scores alone can,'t 
determine whether students can write 
or not," explained a system of 
''checks and double c~ecks'' used to 
guard against mistakes in placement. 
-A proOfreading test given to 
students in English 002 classes, a 
diagnostic essay as well as advanced 
placement exams are reviewed by 
faculty, including a specialist in 
compositon. ~ 
As a result, Kelly said, ''More of , 
the right students are sent (to CAR). 
We were dissatisfied. We're trying to 
get more efficient use of the CAR 
facility.'' 
" . 
'' If we really found that a student 
didn't belong here, we would make 
the effort to get them into the 
English.•• 
1·98;8 yields confident, secure freshman class 
.. 
~ Shelia Maxwell 
Hilllop Staff Reporrer 
. .. 
• 
• 
It's not like high school where the 
teachers nurse you through studying . 
You have to do it on you're own, 
_because you want to .po it. If you ' 
· · The (irst Yt";<lt at Howard can be ex- don't do w~at yO~'re sUPPosed to 
• citing . Th'C campi.is, the classes, the then you fail. It' s as simple a~at, '' 
rallies and ~he parties are enough to he said. . 
amaze any high · school graduate: Socially, the broadcast major said 
In· fact, a freshman can li'terally get that he's having a few problems, but, 
lost in all the ,social; cultural and basii:ally, he's got the Howard com-
academic Clamor. munity down pat. 
. But, nol'Tracy Lee. H~' s taking ft ''There are two types of women at 
all in stride. · · . · · · Howard: the fake and the down to 
''It hit me, but i:iot as hard as many earth. I don't know what they're 
of the other {reshmen,'.' ._~e. s!lld. ''My , lodlcing for. The fake ones go for {he 
mom prepared ms:: fqR,:_c.ollege, so I Don Juan type- the clothes, the con-
was ready. I had visitt~ the campus tacts and the charm- and I've heard 
before, so I felt cor.fid~nt ab,eut it," ' that.even the freshman are going for 
said Lee. '" ~ · ,:·: · ·- · the upperclassmen,'' he said. 
''I was a little co.nfused wheil I was ''The men are either the suave type 
trying to find my classes. It's just a or thev ar~ the normal guys. I'm 
process of ·adjtrstment. I find it sick of the t"ake people. I personally 
· sobering. · · ' •, · think that they should be themselves. 
• • 
' 
- . ··- . 
There's nothing wrong with that?'' 
he said. 
The 17-year-old Philadelphia 
native said that, aside from the minor 
· social problems and long registration 
and housing lines, he's pretty im-
pressed with Howard. He said he's 
e.specially fond of Cramton 
« Auditorium, the Business School, the 
Blackburn Center, and the School of 
Communicatioh.s. He is also very 
pleased with the ''togetherness'' he's 
found at Howard. 
''I'm very proud to be black and 
I thought that by coming here I 
would find more togetherness {than 
there was in high school). So, far I 
have found that,'' he said. 
Lee said he' s looking forward• to 
becoming a part of that togetherness 
by getting involved in canrpu.s 
organizations. He said that, so far, 
he's considering joining the Philly 
\ 
• 
Club, 'NAACP, HUSA, Campus 
Pals, intramurals and becoming a 
walk-on player for the basketball 
team. , 
Lee said he chose Howard for 
many ofi the same reasons that most 
students choose 'to attend •• The Mec-
ca''. He said he wanted to ''feel a 
sense of pride'' . . 
Before I came here, I got a lot of 
flack from my black classmates . 
Most of them said that I was hurting 
myself by going to a black school, " 
he said. ''I told them that they were 
wrong. I'm very proud to be black,•• 
he-said 
Opting Howard -over. schools like 
Morehouse and Temple, Lee is cer-
tain that he made a good choice. 
Evidently , Lee isn't the only re-
cent high scnool graduate who feels 
---- -
See Freshmen, page 9 
HUSA stresses communication, ·· visibility 
! 
By Sonya Ramsey 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
As the academic year begins to un-
fold, the Howard University Student 
Association {HUSA) is gearing itself 
uP for a politically <ind culturally in-
spiring agei\da. 
Whether it's a rally on the yard or 
a weekly poetry reading session, 
HUSA envisions active communica-
tion with the student body and a 
simultaneous binding of the Univer-
sity with murrounding community . 
''Our slogan is come talk to us,'' 
said HUSA vice-president Robert 
Turner. ''We are really stressing 
visibility,'' he said. Both Turner and 
HUSA president Garfield Swaby 
pledge to be readily available to the 
students . 
''We believe that student leaders 
should be held accountable,'' Swaby 
said. 
This year, HUSA plans to 
strengthen its power as an umbrella 
agency for student organizations who 
are helping the community. 
·~we hope to provide a network 
for various student organizations ser-
ving the Howard community, such as 
Black Nia Force, the Mary Church 
Terrell Society and HUSA's own 
Community Action Network,'' said 
Swaby. HUSA already has played an 
integral part in reactivating the Cam-
pus Senate which is composed of all 
the chartered organizations on 
Howard's campus. 
In this presidential election year, 
HUSA has planned a program titled 
''the Candidacy of Jesse Jackson-
Was it worth it?'' The session, 
scheduled for Oct. 6, will host politi-
cians such as Rep. Walter Fauntroy, 
independent presidential candidate 
Lenora Fulani, Jesse J~ckson's 
former campaign director and 
Howard professor Ronald Walters, 
and Amelia Parker, executive direc-
tor of the Congressional B_lack 
Caucus. 
For the first time, HUSA is offer-
ing ~ Administ~atiy_e Intc;~~hip Pro-
g-ram in which students will intern on 
•• • 
• 
, • 
• HUS~ President Garfield Swaby leads students in the 25th Anniversary 
Phof~bYD-a"id Embden 
of the March on Washington. 
a voluntary basi& in various offices of 
Howard 's adminstr'ation. 
''We feel this is needed because 
most students don't consider ci;:illege 
a_dmi,~stration as a viable career op-
tion, Swaby said. 
In order; to educate students about 
health issues, HUSA has planned a 
program t·.: l..:d ''AIDS Disease or 
Genocide." Scheduled for Oct. 14 
• • • • 1nv1tat1ons have been sent to 
psychologist and writer, Dr. Frances 
Wesley Crest, and Surgeon General 
C. Everret Koop. 
HUSA is also planning a gospel 
conce~t ~n Sept. 28 with the_proceeds 
benef1tt1ng Howard's Sickle Cell 
Center. . • 
So~ially, HUSA has also planned 
to sp1c_e UJ? th.e Pu.nchout entertain-
!Ilent c1r~u1t with a weekly poetry and 
1azz series every Thursday from 4 
p.m. to 7 _p.m, beginning Sept. 1. 
Featured performers include 
' 
Howard' s awn Paul Carr Quintet, 
and The Project featuring Shaun 
Allen. HUSA is also sponsoring a bi-
weekly movies night in Cramton 
Auditorium, featuring recently 
released movies for about $2.00 a 
ticket. On Sept. 14, the featured film 
will be Spike Lee's ''School Daze." 
Other HUSA programs include the 
Reality E,ducation Development 
Institute-Supplementary Education 
Program (REDI-SED), a program 
which will hold resume writing, inter-
viewing and business ethics classes for 
a minimal char"ge. 
Aided by.\ educational consultant 
Barbara Flint, REDI-SED will also 
offer GMAT and LSAT preparation 
courses if there is a high turnout of 
students, according tO Swaby. 
In an effort to expose students to 
African-American entrepfeneurs, 
HUSA is sponsoring an economic 
·conference with invitations sent to· 
businessmen such as Reginald Lewis, 
owner of Beatrice. 
''We want to expose Howard 
students to different entrepreneurial 
opportunities, making them aware of 
other opportunities than working at 
the IBM s (corporations) of the 
world,''said Swaby. 
HUSA .. is also planning Islarr.1, , .. 
formation ses_sions titled ''WJ-
Hell' s Going bn.?'' These ' 
religious sessions, accorc J 
Swaby, but are designed to shca tight 
·on Islam . 
Dufing the .~ ummer, HU \ spon-
sored a bask,tball dayca ~l;) for 10 
kids and held a get aqu _-·., ced pro-
gram for the freshme· and new 
entrants. 
HUSA pl.ins to utilize all of its 200 
or more volunteers, according to Rob 
Turner. On Oct. 6, A.USA is spon-
soring its first Annual Neighborhood 
Clean-up Program. 
• 
' 
• 
HOWARD COPY 
The managemeq.t of HOW ARD 
COPY wishes the students of HU 
and HU Hospital a successful 
academic year! 
HOWARD COPY conveniently located 
across from the 
School ofBusiness provides: 
D Quality Xeroxing as low as 3' 
(bulk rate) _ 
D Self-service 6' 
D Velo & Spiral Binding 
D Word Processing/Resumes 
D lnvitations (giladuations, parties,etc.) 
DBusiness Cards ' 
D Letterheads &! Envelopes 
DPersonalized Reception Items 
Give us a call ... 
(202) 462-COPY (2679) 
• 
2618 Georgia Ave. N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Photo by Deon Livingston 
·The School of Business balcony collapsed on June 8. , 
University pro bes balcony collapse 
· By Jason Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
School ort·icials have no ex-
planation for the collapse of the 
plate ceiling of a balcony in the 
Howard University School of 
Business last June. An indepen-
dent contractor has been hired to 
investigate the. damage to deter-
mine its cause. 
Leon E. Daughtry, acting 
associate director of architectural 
& engineering services for the 
university said a preliminary 
report~ on the damage should be 
available by October. 
. The ceiling collapsed at approx-
\ imately 9"' p.m. June lg, during 
summer school session, butJJ.O in-
juries were reported. 
''We are getting all the data 
now; we have the statements of at 
least two Business school students 
who witnessed the collapse," said 
Daughtry. "We have an indepen.: 
dent consulting company, Delon 
Hampton & Associa~,es, in-
vestigating to see if the .suspended 
ceiling was put i up according to 
specifications and if the contrac-
tor followed the proper method 
for anchoring the ceiling, ''he add-
ed. . 
He also said that if the repor-~ .is 
acceptable to the Admlnist~ation, 
the University's legal council will 
review the report to ''assess 
blame'' to the party or parties 
responsible. After the legal qu~s­
tions have been answered, repairs 
should begin. Daughtry added it 
would not be known how much 
· the repairs would cost until the 
report was completed. 
The damage to the school which 
was completed in 1984, occured 
well after the building's one year 
warranty had.expired. According 
to contra<.Jors and school 
representatives, a one-year war-
ranty is the standard for such 
buildings. 
ACcording to Daughtry, 
Howard's Undergraduate Library 
is the only other structure ~on­
tracted by Kora & Williams, the 
Maryland-based firm that also 
contracted the Business school. 
Daughtry said that since there has 
been no evidence of structure pro-
blems in the library there was r:o 
need to investigate. 
Ed Dowell, Vice-President and 
General Manager of Kora & 
Williams, said he does not know 
why the structure fell. 
''It is in the hands of the in-
surance · company to determine 
who is liable," said Dowell. 
. . .. lle .. ad4~4. that .in 30 years of 
,, .con,s.cruct.ipn work he has never 
• 
heard of any incident similar to the 
collapse of the Business school's 
ceiling. According to Dowell, nor-
mally, if there was a defect in con-
struction it is very rare that it 
would take four years to show up. 
Dow~il sair;l his company receiv-
ed the contract for the $11 million 
building under competitive 
bidding. 
The school was designed by two 
firms Navy, Marshall, & Gordon 
and Sulton & Campbell Charted 
Design Architects. 
Randall Marshall president of 
. Navy, Marshall and Gordon, Says 
that in his professional opinion, 
the collapse was due to improper 
installation of support materials. 
''Responsibility is with the con-
tractor and the inspecting ar-
chitect. His (the inspectot's) job is 
to make sure things are done pro-
perly. Somewhere along the route 
' of installing the wire hanger'· a 
.. mistake occurred. The wire 
hangers hold up c~annels, the 
channels hold up the ceiling. The 
wires were not properly set. If one 
wire is not wrapped properly then 
it will fail. This· causes a chain 
reaction like a set of dominos," 
~ aid Marshall. 
" 
See Business, page 9 
• 
ecuts, perms 
•curls of all types 
• cor11row1ng 
• 
• extentions 
• • •• • 
• man1cur1ng •weaving 
- ' • 
' 
" 
A unisex hair cuttery 
Joseph's Hair Salon 
' 
.... across ftom the School of Business ; 
' • 462-4495 
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Howard ~niversity students join in the fun at Virginia Beach. Photo by Keith O. Leadbetter 
' 
Howard takes on Virginia Beach 
e, James Walker 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
What would Christmas be like in 
September? 
Of course, Labor Day weekend at 
Virginia Beach! 
For the nearly 40,000 people who 
stormed Virginia Beach last weekend 
it was an event that like an early 
Christmas. 
''It only comes once a year,'' said 
Keith Thomas, a junior at Hampton 
University, who attended the big 
splash. ''It is like Christmas, I love 
it, I think it is magnificent.'' 
Johnathan Bechett, a senior at 
Norfolk State University said for him 
it was like the last chance to party 
before classes start. . 
''It is like 3. natural thing for me, 
every year I corlte ,out and have fun 
before school starts." 
James Hampton, a 1985 graduate 
of Indiana University said the sight 
of so many blacks ''partying'' 
' together makes the trip worth the 
effort. 
'' I Came because I heard how much 
fun it was, and just to see this many 
blacks together makes it all wor· 
thwhile," said Hampton. 
For some, coming to the beach-
party every Labor Day is .a y;early 
tradition. Such is the case with Allen 
Stroy, 26, from Columbus, Ohio. 
'' I've been in Ohio eight years, a 
friend told me about it a few years 
ago, and now I never miss it," said 
Stroy. 
He also offered some advice to any 
males considering bringing their 
girlfriends to next year's Labor Day 
splash. 
''Don't bring sand to the beach," 
said Stroy. ''The women are incredi-
ble.'' 
Although many of the thousands 
who attended came for .a good time, 
many complained that th~ parties 
were overpriced, unorganized and 
simply not up to par. . 
''The parties are too expensive, 
especially if you're from out of 
town'' said Allison Baker, a 1987 grad~ate of James Madiso~, ~~o 
now resides in Portsmouth, V1rg1n1a. 
''I look forward to this event every. 
year, but if you rent a room, a r;ntal 
car and other expenses, you can t af-
ford to pay a lot for a party," she 
added. 
One step- show party turned O!-it to 
be a bore for many, as organizers 
failed~ to set up a prciper seating ar-
rangement that would allow people 
to get a view of the ~tage. Many chose 
to sit on the floor and wait for the 
disc jockey to start the music. But by 
this time it was too late . 
After the D.J. arrived he played a 
few cuts before hit singer Al B. Sure 
came on stage to receive the usual 
''Ahhs'' and ''Wows'' from hisadOr-
• . ing fans. Along with Sure, who only 
said a few words, came rap group 
EPMD, and singers .Marshall Jeff er· 
son (Move Your Body) and Ce-Ce 
Rogers, famous for their ''house-
music hits,'' The men gave the crowd 
a brief 151 minute concert. 
Hut even with the presence of these 
three multi-talented musicians, this 
party still was a disappointment to 
the estimated crowd of more than 
2,000 people. 
The parties, however, were not the 
sole reason for the migration to the 
beach Labor Day. Linda Carter, who 
came down with a friend from New 
Jersey, said she came to enjoy the 
weather. : 
''I had a good time relaxing and 
·getting a sun tan," said Carter while 
she lay on a towel in the sand. 
1987-88 Howard yearbook earns top honors 
By Rebecca Little 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
1 For the second consecutive year, 
the Bison yearbook has received first 
place honors from the Columbia 
Scholastic Press. Association, 
(CSPA}, gi\len'.by Columbia Univer-
...- sity, as the 1988 Bison, ''La Vie'', 
scored a total of 938 points out of a 
possible 1000 in CSP A's 54th annual 
contest. 
Medalist awards are given to first 
place winners for unique qualities, 
characterized by personality, spirit 
and creativity of the yearbook, accor-
ding to CSPA guidelines. Less than 
10 percent of entries in a classifica-
tioP receive medalist honors. 
More recently, the 1988 Bison 
received Marks of Distinction in four 
out of five categories from the Na-
tional Scholastic Prc.:::s n.~ .~-:- -; ia­
tion/ Associated Collegiate Press, 
• 
., 
(NSPA/ACP), class ifying the year-
book as All-American. 
The All-American award advanc· 
ed the Bison to NSPA/ AC P's 
Pacemaker competition, which deter-
mines the countries top ten 
yearbooks. 
Providing critique services for 
scholastic publications, both the Na-
tional Scholastic Press Association 
and Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association, through their annual 
competitions, judge entries in areas 
of concept, design, writing, coverage, 
and photography. 
Contest entries are evaluated on 
their strengths and weaknesses in 
these areas when compared to na-
tional norms. The evaluations include 
tips for improving the publication 
from a national roster of judges. 
Alan D. Ryan, a senior pharmacy 
major, was the Editor·in-Chief of the 
award winning Bison. 
tke Gospel Singer 
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''I am ecstatic over the accolades the 
yearbook has received," said Ryan . 
''But at the same time, I am 
distraught over the impending finan-
cial distress the yearbook faces an· 
nually due to the insufficient student 
activity fee allocation. Only $3.90 per 
full-time student is received by the 
Bison," he added. 
According to Ryan, the student 
pays $7.80 for a yearbook that costs 
at least $16.50 per book to print. The 
printing cost is ever increasing and 
the studentactivity fee has not been 
raised since 1971 . 
Without proper funding, it is in-
evitable that the size, amount of col-
or, and quality of the book will have 
no choice but to diminish." Lesa 
Walker, named ttie Editor-in-Chief 
of the 1989 Bison, is excited about 
her new position and plans to pro-
duce another meritorious yearbook . 
Students and faculty 
grade H.U . 
By Glenda Fauntleroy 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard University reversed its 
grading system this Fall when it ask· 
ed its students, faculty and ad-
ministration to express their opinions 
about the institution in a university-
wide self evaluation survey Sept. 6-9. 
The survey, done in preparation 
for an accreditation site visit by the 
Middle States Association of Colleges 
and Schools this April, is the first of 
its kind at Howard, organizers said. 
More than 6,000 members of the 
University community were asked by 
the University· Wide Self·Study Task 
Fcrce to rate Howard on a scale of 
one to five, overall, said Minton ' 
Francis, executive secretary of the 
Task Force. 
- Questionnaires distrib'uted by pro· 
fessors in every school and college ad-
dressed issues such as the quality of 
on.campus housing·, the efficiency of 
the registr3.tion process, and the . 
quality of relations between ad· 
miStrators and students. 
Participants were guaranteed · 
anonymity once they rated the ques--
tions anywhere on a scale of very 
poor to excellent. 
''The iu\..... . determine our 
university's strengths as wc;ll as 
weaknesses, so that the weaknesses 
can be corrected and the strengths 
reinforced," said Francis. 
The survey, designed by 
psychology professors James Bayton 
and Pamela Jennings, took only a 
random sampling of students and 
faculty. The only group purposely ex~ 
eluded from t.he study was all new en-
trants to the University. 
''We do not feel freshmen and new 
entrants can form an accurate and 
educated opinion about the Univerisi· 
ty at this point,'' said Francis. 
A fifty percent participation rate is 
expected by the task force organizers. • 
The results of the study will be com· 
piled by Bayton and Jennings who 
will later publish a report on their 
findings. 
, 
• 
• 
• 
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Anniversary march 
sends mixed message 
By Robert J. Vickers 
and Darren Price 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
Low turnout and blistering heat 
marked the 25th anniversary of the 
March on Washington, but 
organizers and participants of the 
original march were confident that 
the messages of the day were well 
received by the entire nation. . . 
''It' s smaller, but the enthus1an:i 1s 
just as great, the spirit is just as high 
and the issues just as pressing, ' ' said 
former Rep. Julian Bond of the 
August 27 comme"?oration. 
The event acted~s a forum for a 
number of speake who called on 
li steners to- take act on on a number 
of causes. 
equal opportunity and affirmative ac-
tion," he said. 
Democratic Presidential l).Ominee 
Michael Dukakis walked arm-in-arm 
with Jackson from the Washington 
Monument before they spoke to an 
estimated crowd of 55,()(X) at the Lin-
coln MemQrial. 
After stressing national health in-
surance, the nations homeless, fair 
housing laws, AIDS discrimination, 
and equal opportunity, Dukakis went 
on to praise Dr. Martin Luther Kini 
Jr., and urged the crowd to vote in 
November . 
' 
' ' 
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' Pholo by David Embden ' 'It' s a Jong hard job," said activist 
Dick Gregory who participated in the 
pre-march rally. ''The world has 
always been able ,to get people to 
come to a rally. To organize after a 
rally has been difficult," he added. 
''We have to look up because the 
march for good jobs and real 
freedom didn't end that August afte.r-
noon 25 years ago,'' he said, adding, 
' 'We have to march on ... until every 
American has reached the bright sun-
shine of opportunity." 
Comedian Whoopi Goldberg later 
told Dukakis, "We think you make 
sense. Sense is something we haven't 
had in the White House for so long 
(and) in November we will hold you 
to the things you sa/ today." 
Rev. Jesse Jackson, center, is flanked by C. Delores Tucker, left, cind Dick Gregory at the pre-march rally Aug. 27. 
Former presidential hopeful 
Rev .Jesse Jackson alSo encouraged 
the crowd to take action aft~r the 
march. 
'' We must go back home to our 
cities with a new commitment to 
r 
Although both party candidates 
were invited to the march, the only 
Republican speaker was Senator 
Lowell Weiker (R-CT) . Neither Vice 
President -1Jeorge Bush, the 
Republican party nominee, o r Presi-
dent Reagan were in attendance. 
While speeches were delivered, 
'spectators representing a number of 
national organizations, including the 
National Urban Le<).gue, the National 
Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, the- Southern Ch~is-
' . 
tian Leadership Conference and the 
United Auto Workers, cheered and 
wa~ signs and banners with slogans 
like '' Indiana Gave Bush the Bird.'' 
Other slogans like, ''Too young to 
remember; Never too young to 
dream,'' were on signs carried by col-
lege and university studen~s. who 
made up a portion of the crowd. 
D.C. group boycotts 
~. Japanese products 
-Cify readies for weekend'·s 
1 By Robert J. Vickers 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
A number of African-American 
organizations were beaten to the 
punch this week when a Washington, 
O.C. based grass roots group in-
itiated the long-talked about African-
American boycott o f Japanese 
products. 
The Af rikan-Americah Committee • 
Against Japanese Racism began the 
boycott o f, ' ' eve·ry single item 
manufactured in Japan from toasters 
to Toyotas, ' ' said Elder Yehudah , a 
committee representative. · · 
Yehudah said th'at the motivation 
beh ind the boycott is to alert the 
-'e- Japanese to' the extent of concern 
aboul racism by African·Americans. 
Another goal is to work towarct 
financial compensation from the 
U.S. government for unpaid ,.slave .. 
labor, which is also a goal of the 
Afrikan-American , Reparation 
Commission . 
Groups like the Congressional 
Black Caucus, the National Urban 
League and the Black Businetis Coun-
cil had intially proposed a boycott, 
but never took action . 
A series of comments and actions 
- b y Japanese politicians and 
businesses, which began two years 
ago, sparked concerns by their 
African·American counterparts. 
l1he first incident to call attention 
·· to alleged Japanese racism toward 
American minorites came in 1986 
when, then Prime Minister, Yasuhiro 
, ' ' Nakasone suggested that African-
Americans and Other U .S. minorities 
•bring down the intetlectual level of 
the United States. Since then a 
, number of incidents has occurred. 
This summer Michie Watana~e, a 
. high ranking Japanese politician, 
reportedly told collegues that 
African-Americans have no qualms 
ab9ut going bankrupt. · 
Soon afterwards it was confirm- · 
ed that Japanese department stores 
were using black mannequins with 
greasy hair, large white c..yes and 13.rge 
Ii ps. 
Reports later surfaced that a 
Japanese company was selling a line 
of toys and beachwear featuring a 
'' ( ittle Black Sambo'' character with 
similarly exaggerated stereotypical 
features. " 
The various statements were 
retracted and apologies offered , the 
mannequins are no longer being 
manufactured and the company pro-
ducing ''Little Black Sambo' ' pro-
duct s has recalled the line. 
Representatives of African-
Ameri<.:an organizations que~tion the 
sincerity of Japanese apolog_ies, citing 
that Japan ha's become th~' leadfng 
trade nation with South Africa, fill -
ing the void left by the U.S. and othef 
countries. 
-. 
' 'We take vehemen1 exception to 
the libelous statements made over the 
years by leaders of the Japanese 
government,' ' Yehudah said. . . 
Meanwhile, representives of the I 
Jap_ilnese government have said that .~ 
they are, ''sensitive to this issue.' ' 
••We pay close attention to the fact 
that recent isolated incidents have 
caused serious displeasure to certain 
American citizens. " said Shingo 
Yamagami, press officer of the 
Japanese Embassy. 
''It is wrong to take therr1 as the 
way Japanese citi~ns attitudes are in 
general of Black Americans," he. 
• 
added . . 1 
See Bo}cott, page 15 1 
Area communities ready 
for weekend celebrations 
By Dara Jackson 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
ThiS weekend some residents aii.d 
businesses of Northwest D.C. will . 
ta
1
ke part in two separate day-long ! 
c~lebrations. . 
Georgia Avenue Day, now in its 
sixth year, will take place Saturday, 
September 10, and the Adams 
Morgan Day Festival, now in its I \th· 
Ytar, is slated for Sunday, September 
l jL '-. 
This year's theme for Georgia 
Avenue Day, 'Shop Georgia Avenue-
-It's on the Move', will convey the 
qegree of growth and development in 
and around the Georgia Avenue c_or-
ridor , according to the Georgia 
Avenue Foundation. 
The festivities will be preceded 
tonight by an appreciation dinner for 
corporate sponsors and Georgia 
Avenue merchants at the Omni 
Shoreham Hotel . 
The festivities kick off Saturday 
witli the annual parade, lead this year 
by Grand Marshall, Richard Lawson, 
actor for· the television show ''Dynas-
ty . .. . 
The parade start-sat IO a.m. at the 
intersection of Georgia and Eastern 
1avenues. 
At the same time, Emery Park, on 
Georgia and Missouri avenues, will 
set the stage for several local bands 
including Experience Unlimited and 
Little Benny and the Masters. 
I The park will also be the location· of many children's games and shows, a theatrical production by the Sereni-
ty Players, and a Gospel music 
' . 
review. 
, 
A full sized carnival, live bands 
and a number o r local vendors will 
pack Banneker Field, at the corner of 
Georgia Ave . and Euclid St . , begin- 1 
ning at 10 a. m. I 
The Adams Morgan Day Festival, I 
located on 18th St . between Colum-
bia Road and Florida Avenue, N.W. , 
is the lar'gest multi-cultural festival in 
Washington, D.C., according to 
festival organizers. 
The annual event brings together 
artists, musicians, entrepreneurs and 
spectators in a celebration of ''uniiy 
t!"\rough diversity.'' 
Go-Go band Experience Unlimited · 
(E.U .) will perform on one of three 
music stages. Three performance I 
stages, a children's carnival and an ' -
art exhibit are a lso featured. 
Organizers also promise that a 
number of exotic foods from the 
Orient, Africa , the Americas and the 
Caribbean will be available . 
The festival, which started as a .
1 block party in 1977, has faced 
obstacles every year, according to __ : i 
Stacy Green, executive director of the 
Adams Morgan Day ·committee. 
''There's always a lot of people 
coming (and) there is always a group 
of people that don't want other peo- :: 
pie invading their neighborhood. : 
That's the nature of this area," 
Green said. 
'' I think that every year there is 
always a small group that feels that i 
(we) shouldn 't have this festival," she 
1
' 
said. 
After last year's festival, attended ; 
by more than 150,000 people; and 
estimates of at least 200,000 for this · 
year, a larger number of residents ex- · 
pressed concerns about security. 1 
' 
• 
By Coiey A. Eolons 
Hilltop_<Staff Reporter 
Reaffirming African-American · 
family values and traditions is the 
focus of the third annual Black 
, ·Familv Reunion Celebration for 
the nation's capital. 
The reunion, hosted by the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women, 
began in W ashinaton in 1986, and 
is the brainchild of NCNW Presi-
dent Dorothy Height. · 
''It is a direct effort to deal with 
the nega~ivism and discription of 
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American U nivers'. t y tudent 
Cheryl Reed was one ot' many 
students who came to be part of 
history. 
'' It brings tears to my eyes. It 's so 
amazing to see this many people here 
for the cause," she said. 
David Talbert, a Morgan State 
University student, said he felt that 
many people came lo the march 
simply to say that they were present. 
'' I think it' s too inclttsive,~· he noted. 
Texas Southern Un) versity 
graduate student Dashiel Geyen said 
he was marching to send a message. 
'' I hope this will m3.ke a difference 
(and promote) some positive 
See March, page 15 
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Reanion on Mall 
SUSAN KRUSE • 
--
and Sweet Obsession, 
Sunday activities begin with a 6 . 
a.m. ecumenical SCl'VU. TfiC Jllkht 
stage will be the se_ttiq of 
Jackson's iroon speech and Ille 
pavillions will again open at I p.m. 
and cto.e at 6 p,m, _ , 
• A number of notabk Mric; t ' 
American celebrities, politk:ftt 
and performers, includiB1 l'fl&'lfier 
pr~Dtial_ istca!!.,~~ 1• :t; a Ja t actJV a..m.;r.l llllff, 
actress Esther Rolle, actress Ja-
Kennedy and singer Melba Moore 
will be in attend•oce and 811 c•k. 
H OLLY A . VAN DEURSEN 
Uc Santa Cruz, Marine Biol· University of Michigan, MBA 
' ogy. Studies behavior of blue candidate. Assisted on p ric-
w hales a nd e ffect-of e n vnon- ing proiects for GM .The HP-
ment on distribution of· mar- 17Bofferseasyalgebraic'entry-. 
ine mammals . The new, easy Plus time value of money, cash 
' to use HP-22S has a built-in flows and linear regression to 
giving her access to the most 
commo nly used scientific 
e qua t ion s . Statistic s with 
linear re gression . And alge-
braic e ntry_ The ideal student 
science calc ulator_ 
' HP-22S SCIENTIFIC 
CALCULATOR 
variable. 
H ewlett· 
at your campus bookstore . O r 
c~ll 1-800-752-0900. Ext . 658E . 
fo r your .nearest dealer. 
We never stop asking "Wlrat if .. , I -F//pil HEWLETT 
~/!a PACKARD 
HP· 17 B BUSINESS 
C A LCULATOR 
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Some readers of the Hilltop do not 
have a clear understanding of the 
Editorial and Opinion/ Commentary 
pages and their content. On these pages, 
just as in' the professional newspaper in-
. dustry, editorial pages are set aside for 
opinion. Other pages report strictly the 
facts. 
Below is an explantion of every portion 
of the editorial page from its tit)€ to its 
content. The Hilltop is sincere in its desire 
for you, the student, professor, ad-
ministrator or staff member, to write for 
our Opinion/ Commentary page. Your 
thoughts and experiences are valued and 
we encourage you to share them. 
I 
• 
Masthead 
The masthead is the newspaper's logo which appears 
directly above Hilltop editorial~. Also included ii:t t~e 
masthead is the newspaper's des1gnat1on as the nation s 
largest black collegiate newspaper--which is based o~ cir-
culation figures and the average number of pages printed 
• per issue. 
Editorials 
An average of three Hilltop editorials run weekly. 
Unlike news stories which report straight facts, Hilltop 
editorials offer the opinions of the newspaper's editorial 
staff. They are prepared by the editors in an effort to in-
form readers and to persuade them to think about ' im-
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Hilltop editorials are unsigned because they repre;ent 
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a consensus vi~w. . 
The editorial staff generally participates in a mid-week 
meeting with the editor-in-chief and the managing editor 
in which all participants are free to propose ideas for 
Hilltop editorials on campus, local, national and inter-
national topics. There is a discussion of the position the 
paper should take, and, at times, there is debate over con-
troversial issues. The editor-in-chief, however, has the 
final word. 
The newspaper rarely takes a stance if there is strong 
disagreement. And since there is no editorial page editor, 
no editorial staff member is forced to write an editorial 
with which he or she personally 'clisagrees. 
Editorial staff 'members often observe, interview and 
meet with individuals, groups and officials who wish to 
discuss or explain issues. As a service to interested cam-
pus voters, the Hilltop also endorses bonafide candidates 
in the Howard University Student Association and stu-
dent trustees elections. 
I page gives individuals 
an opportunity to express themselves about any subject 
matter. These g~est columns are unsolicited materials and. 
do not represent the stance of the Hilltop staff. They are 
purely representative of the writer's opinion. 
Guest columns written by people with special exper-
tise in !'articular fields are also used on this page. ' 
- ·-
Columns 
In addition to being a member of the Collegiate Press 
Service, the American Association of College Papers .and 
-the American Collegiate Network, the Hilltop subscribes 
to the Washington Post Writers' Group, all which pro-
vide us with columns that periodi lly appe-ar on the 
editorial _ _ 
Columns developed by some nation's leading 
journalists provide additional insight on entertainment, 
health and human issues . 
The editor-in-chief and the managing editor select syn-
dicated columns for ,publication, and generally edit and 
write the headlines. Major columnists who have appeared 
in the Hilltop include William Raspberry, Richard Cohen 
and Manning Marable. 
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Editorial Cartoon 
The editorial cartoon is one of the most popular 
features of the editorial section. Its aim is to provide a 
different perspective on the lead (first) editorial normal-
ly by simplifying it in a captioned drawing that makes 
a statement in a humorous way. Our staff artist exag-
gerates stereotypes and pokes fun in ways reporters can-
not get away with. 
The Hilltop's talented staff artist is Paul Davies . 
• • 
Letters to the Editor 
Letters to the editor receive plenty of attention from 
Hilltop staffers, and Leslie Harriell-Lewis, our advisor, 
(and our attorney if necessary), if they point out errors, 
question elements of stories or offer constructive criticism 
of staff efforts . 
Published letters, edited by the editor-in-chief or 
managing editor, are expected to conform to the same 
standards of accuracy an<! fairness required of other 
material printed in the newspaper. 
Hilltop rules for letters ask that they not be excessive 
in length (two double-spaced, typewritten pages). 
Although readers are encouraged to express their views 
or reactions to anything that may have happened or been 
reported on, letters considered for publication are 
moderate in tone and to the pqint. They must be signed 
by -the wroter with classification and school (or in facul- . 
ty's case, departmental) affiliation.· · 
Only letters written exclusively for the Hilltop are con-
sidered for publication. Letters should be sent to: Letter 
to the Editor, The Hilltop, Washington, DC 20059, or 
dropped by our office. All letters are due in our office 
by 5 p,m. the Monday before that Friday's possible 
publication date . 
Letters are a vital element of the editorial pages because 
they give readers a voice in their newspaper. The Hilltop 
likes to receive letters, and the staff would be pleased if 
the volume of letters would increase. 
Staffbox • 
The staffbox lists the Hilltop's editorial and produc-
tion staff. "b'li While the editor-in-chief, has the ultimate responsi 1 ty_ 
for operation of the newspaper, she shares aut~ority ?ver 
news and editorial departments with the managing.edit?r . 
The business manager, who reports to ~he ed1tor:1n-
chief and is in charge of the paper's business af~ll!rs, 
works closely with the a~vertis.ing manag~r. In addition 
to overseeing the financial duties, the business man.a11er 
currently shares responsibility with. the a~vertising 
manager for the newspaper's circulation outside of the 
Howard University campus. _ 
Others listed in the staffbox include individuals respon-
sible for particular coverage areas and direct produc-
tion/ layout of the newspaper. 
Our-Letters to the Editor policy is also in tbc staffbox •. 
as well as the newspaper's address, phone number and 
general hours of operation. . . . 
In addition there is a tag hne which states that opi-
nions on the ~ditorial page are reflective of the Hilltop 
staff only. 
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It's time .~ for a. change 
• Another school year is here . At Howard, 
that means trying to get registered, trying to 
get housing and trying to deal With the frustra-
tion of long lines and seemingly insensitive 
university employees. But for many, this year's 
check-in process has been one of the worst 
ever. 
Howard normally offers admission to many 
more students than they anticipate will actually 
accept and come here. This year, according to 
preliminary registration reports, there is a 22 
percent increase in the number of new en' 
across the street from a homeless shelter that 
houses many mentally deranged people who, 
in the past, have harassed students. Wouldn't 
an adult faculty member or graduate student 
be better prepared to deal with those surroun-
dings more so tha.n a 17-year-old freshman 
away from home for the first time? 
, trants. An~ Howard was not ready to deal with 
any surprises. 
Have a kind word for students in the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts who waited up to eight 
hours outside , Cramton Auditorium in the 
heat, and the rain just to register. Once at the 
door, students were assigned a number and 
told to take a seat and wait even longer .. 
Whatever happened to the much-heralded 
computer system that counselors.were forever 
promising would speed up the entire registra-
tion process? All we students ever hear is how 
the cqmputer is down or not working. 
' 
As expected many of them had no housing. 
Long lines of parents waited for hours outside 
of.the Office of Residence Life in the heat only 
to get inside and argue with curt secretaries and 
student assistants, who were forever proclaim-
ing "the university does not guarantee hous-
ing to any one." Many freshmen were placed 
in off-campus dormitories or were given 
assistance in finding rooms in area boarding 
houses. As is Howard's way to find stop-gap 
solutions to problems, the housing office 
started placing freshman in rooms that had 
already been assigned and contracted to 
upperclassmen. . , 
But why is the university building a 
multimillion dollar housing complex. off of 
Georgia Avenue for graduate students and 
faculty, while continuing to send young female 
entrants to1 Eton Towers and Sutton Plaza; 
dorms that sit directly in a high profile pro-
stitution area. Furthermore, Eton is right 
l 
-. ' 
' 
If you were lucky to get some or any classes 
that dealt with your major, the waiting game 
was still not over. The bookstore, A-building, 
· student health center or Burr Gym may have 
been your next stop in this_ eternal web of 
runaround. In the gym, students came to pay 
their bill or to be told their financial aid papers 
filed in the spring had not been processed yet. 
Frustration ran so high that the university bur-
sar Clara Berryhill was slapped twice by two 
differ.en! students in the same day. 
How many times do students have to get 
slapped in the face before they demand better 
service from the capstone of African-American 
universities. As in the words of one student 
waiting to register last week, "this sh-- has got-
ta change! '' 
, 
more secure campus 
• 
The attack last week on Carver Hall students and the property damage to the 
residents by a group of neighborhood youth dormitories. 
illustrated too clearly the inadequacies of th,; The litany of security's woes will surely con-
present system employed by the Howard tinue just as the crimes committed against 
University campus police. students will continue. The ·Howard security · 
The incident which led to the pelting of · force will remain isolated with their base 
Carver Hall residents with eggs and stones · located on Florida A venue and their forces 
caught campus security completely unaware. thinly spread across the campus. Meanwhile, . 
So unaware was Howard security in fact, that the number of homicides reported in the 
the Metropolitab Police Department and a fire District has reached a record high for the cur-
.,department abulance were already on the scene rent year- 226 in 9 months. That figure is on-
when Howard security arrived. ly one short of the total number of reported 
Now, while it is easy to understand that killings in all of 1987. 
campus security was not on the scene when the Di.st.rict police attribute the alarming 
attack began, it makes no sense that they were hom1c1de rate to the equally alarming percen-
not the first authorities to arrive on the scene. tage of drug users in the area. Will it take an 
Afterall, the campus police are charged with actual murder of a Howard University student 
ensuring the safety of the students at Howard. and an ensuing law suit to convince Howard 
Unfortunately, it seems someone forgot to tell that its security forces need more funds? 
security this. Year after year, nothing has changed. And 
Security personnel seem adept at quoting year after year, the danger escalates. It is time 
budgetary restrictions that prevent a security - now •for.the students ro take action. We must 
guarc;t f.ro~ being present at e.~ch dor"!-itory - ~rga~_ize and demand the security we need. It 
but their fiscal .ar~uments don t wash 1n the. 1s obvious that only through 01.Ir own insistence 
face of the 1n1ur1es sustained by Howard will our dormitories be safe. 
A desperate nation 
' 
Three-fourths of the southeast Asian coun- with its funds. Great Britian pledged close to 
try of Bangledesh now stands under several $1 "!1lhon, India loaned-four .helicopters and 
feet of water after heavy monsoon rains flood- Pakistan and Australia offered monetary 
ed the tiny nation earlier this week, leaving 110 assistance as well. 
million inhabitants homeless and in threat of . But Bangledesh needs at least $156 million 
water-borne diseases. Knee-deep in some )US! to rebuild its 250 washed out bridges and 
places, the floods have destroyed three million 2,000 miles of roadways. The $3.5 million 
tons of rice and other essential crops valued worth of U.S. wheat and wheat seeds is not 
at an estimated $800 million. For this im- needed right now. Officials of Bangledesh cry 
poverished so-called Third World nation, (con- that they have enough food in storage to last 
sidered one of the poorest in the world), at least two months. And what good are seeds 
- catastrophe has struck and there appears to be to a country knee-deep -in diseased water? 
no great relief in sight. M.o~e important now is the rescue of the 110 
Inhabitants have fled to countryside em- million inhabitants clamoring in overflowing 
bankments where they cling to,11void the slimy shelters ~nd climbing to higher ground to avoid 
stench of th.e flood water. D:\ily, physicians the thousands of poisonous snakes swimming 
predict the spread of choleria•, dysentery and in the wate; in search of shelter themselves. 
other intestinal diseases as the water -level Why can t the United States donate more 
decreases. These doctors reason that because of the needed resources? The White House 
the use of rescue boats will no longer be possi- boasts continually of its mighty military force. 
ble ,in the shallow embankments and .Jand Why not use 100 helicopters from this force 
vehicles will not yet be able to operate on the and . drop off . water purifying tablets to the 
soggy land, medicine will not be · readily fam.1hes stranqed in the countryside? 
available for most of the country's .s1.nce the White House has budgeted $44 
inhabitants.. milhon Ol) renovations for itself and nearby 
Unofficial death estimates range over \,00()' guest. houses, why can't it donate. more than 
people so far, but no one r_eally knows forcer- $3 m1lhon to a country virtually submerged in 
tain because of the severity of the flood waters. disease? 
The United S.tates has pledged $3.6 million It seems that the world has chosen to stand 
in relief to Bangle~esh:$40,000 to the Save thel_ .' pac~ and watch this extraordinary act of 
Children organ1zat1on for children in ' nature, the flood, rather than dip its feet into 
·Bangledesh and $3.5 million in wheat and ' .rescue attempts for what is being called the 
wheat seeds. Of the five reported donor coun- worst flood in the history of Bangledesh. Sure-
tr1es, the United States is the most generous ly America .. can do better. 
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• 'Letters t.o the editor 
A letter ' 'lO 
·' 
from this year's 
•• 
~di tor-in-chief 
• 
, .. <.'.'''''!' :1_••''t: ., ••• , • : •• ' J 
ble legalization of drugs and its•effect Amer~can, •Mexican-American; and · 
on the Washingtori comm.Unity and all the others: While many would 
the Howard University student com- argue for the use of ''Afro-
munity . We will conduct a year-long American'' as a preferable term, we 
feel ''African-American'' is more 
series on the Howard University relevant to our' heritage as African 
budget and the!future investments of descendants. 
this institution. We will provide on 
the spot coverage of Bison football An unfortunate inconsistency in 
and other sports and in _general, serve our style change is the use of ''black '' 
as an ever-preseqt force on campus. in the official Hilltop logo. The 
H illtop Policy Board voted last year 
~o approve this logo and at this point, 
1t cannot be changed. 
. 
Welcome to Howard University. 
Linguistically, we wish to restore 
the historical consciousness of our 
readers by making a distinctive style 
change. From this point on, a ll 
references to black people in the 
Before you stands a promise of .._ 
enriching experiences and fulfilling Hilltop will be labeled '' African-
growth. The knowledge you will gain American." The reasoning behind 
from thiS institution will influence this change is that Americans of 
your future and shape your perspec- African descent are a multi-colored 
Our goal this year is to serve 
Ho\vard University as responsible 
journalists and accurately report . 
every aspect of the news. We strong-
ly encourage faculty, staff and ad-
ministrators from every school "and · 
college on campus to participate in 
tive. At the Hilltop, we seek to in-
fluence this perspective by opening 
the minds of our readers to issues of 
global, national and local concern. 
This year we hope to engage Howard 
students in debate over the presiden-
tial election . We wish to inspire deep 
thinking on issues such as the poss i-
race of people. There are no truly 
''black'' people in the nation if on 
the African continent. It is' more 
substantive and descriptive to call 
oneself an African-American . In ad-
dition, it is more consistent with the 
· names of our fellow Americans: 
Chinese-American, Japanese 
Editor-in-Chief 
Suzanne C. Alexander 
our vision of thorough coverage. We 
ask you to please use the Hilltop as 
an independent forum for debate. 
On_ly then will we be truly represen-
tat ive of the diversity of Howard 
University. 
I wish you much success in the new 
school year . 
Suzanne C. Alexander 
Editor-in-chief 
Managing Editor 
Alonza L. Robertson 
Business Manager 
Donald Christian 
• 
Business Assistant 
Kim Evans 
Advertising Manager 
Derrick Marble 
Art Director 
Paul Davies 
Campus Editor 
Sonya Ramsey 
Asst. Campus Editor 
Sl)elia Maxwell 
Chief Copy Editor 
Lori D. Buckner 
Copy Editors 
Glenda Fauntleroy 
Cheryl Greenhouse 
. 
Local/ National Editor 
Robert J. Vickers 
-
International Editor 
Anthony Joseph 
Health Editor 
Stefani Lacour 
Photo Editors 
David Embden 
Keith Leadbetter 
-
Production Director 
Bola Oyeleve 
' 
Sports Editor 
Zack Burgess 
Tempo Editor 
Lauren Cooper 
Etcetera Editor 
Onika L. Johnson 
Typesetters 
Y olandra Plummer 
Devry Ross 
Sophia Tignor 
Proo re.der i. 
Eric Smith 
• 
-- All letters to the editor s~ou ld be typed an~ double-Spaced. ·1-1-!E 
HILLTOP reserves the right to ed it and reiect any materials sub-
mitted . Letters should be sent to: THE HILLTOP 2217 Fourth 
St ., N . W . Washington , DC 20059. Adverti sing inQuiries should 
be made by calling our office during regular work hours at (202) 
636-6866/ 67 / 68 . 
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_·Opinion· Commentary 
····-·- -- ·· 
. . . -African origins 
of· Christianity 
' 
What about 
us? 
Dr. Charles Finch 
--.---
Adam is the Hebrew form of the 
Egyptian ''Atum''. In Genesis, 
Adam is the first man in the image 
of God, the father of mankind, the 
compl.et10n of creatio-n, and the 
By Dr. Charles Finch namer of all things. In · Egyptian 
The Hebrew religion, like so much mythology, Atum is God in the im-
else, is something that Africa gave to , age of man and is the fa~her of 
the world and yet her fuP.damental . humankind. The root of his name 
and decisive contributions are all but ''tum'' or ''tern'' means, literally, 
forgotten to historical memory. What ''people'' or ''mankind.'' The first 
we call Judea-Christian tradition is part of his name, ''At," means 
Egyptian in origin and the facts to ''father.'' Thus, th?: Egyptian name 
prove it are abundant and Atum means ''fathCr of mankind." 
recoverable. While in this short space To go further, in Hebrew, the 
we cannot do ptoper justice to the name ''Eve'' is ''Havvah'' which in 
subject, we can at least introduce it Egyptian is ''Hefa.'' In Egyptian 
in a fashion that will verify the case mythology, Hefa is the Great Mother 
and perhaps provide a stimulus for a Serpent of the World who coils 
reader or two to look further on his around and incubates the Cosmic 
own. Egg, the source of creation. Thus 
One thing must be clear at the . Eve, in truth, is the Serpent of 
outset: the land of Canaan, later call- Genesis, although here it has been 
ed Palestine, was inhabited in the separated out into human and animal 
proto-historical period by a people forms. 
very different from those who inhabit Noah provides another interesting 
it today. insight into the hidden Egyptian 
Western Asia- including Palestine, presence in the Old Testament. In 
the Arabian Peninsula, and the Fer- Hebrew, ''Noah'' is ''Nuach." This 
tile Crescent, was first inhabited in Hebrew ''Nuach'' 8,ives us in Eg.yp-
. 8,000 B.C. by a people known as the tian ''Nu-akh." Now according to 
Natufians whose skeletal remains the Old Testament, Noah/Nuach was 
show them conclusively to have been the survivor of the flood but also the 
a black or ''Negroid'' people. great gardener and husbandman. 
To pursue our line of thinking, we In Egyptian, ''Nu'' is the . great 
must turn our attention to the ,flood of the heavens and the earth, 
putative bondage of the Children of in one form personified by the year-
lsrael in Egyp~. According to the Old ly Nile flood over Egypt. 
" ... Horus, the son of Osiris and _Isis,,. was also 
born in a 'sea of reeds. "' 
\ 
Robert J Vickers 
. When President R~agan signed a 
bill compensating survivors of the 
World War II Japanese internment 
camps with $20,000 each, he slapped 
African-Americans in the face, as so 
many preSidents have done before 
him. • -
The immediate question that 
comes to mind is this: if t.he Japanese-
Americans are getting $20,000 each, 
theri what ever happened to our 40 
ac'res and a mule? 
By acknowledging the plight of 
surviving Japanese-Americans, who 
fully deserved compensation, know-
ing that African-Americans are still 
fighting for everything we get, the 
Reagan AdministratioQ is telling us 
that we do not matter. 
Is it so hard to see that four years 
in a prison camp pales in comparison 
to 200 years of bondage? For the 
Reagan administration, and every ad-
ministration since the Emancipation 
Proclamation, it must be 
inconceivable. 
There is no difference in · the 
Japanese-American compensation 
bill and the goal of groups such as the 
Afrikan· American Reparation Com-
mission, who work toward financial 
recognition of the U.S. government 
for 200 years of unpaid slave labor. 
Saying yes to Japanese:Americans 
and ignoring African-Americans is an 
outright denial of past actioris against 
African-Americans and is intended to 
send a message that ''what you have 
is all that you are going to get." 
. This insult against African-
Americans is only increased by the re-
cent revelations that the Japanese 
hold racist perceptions of Africar 
' 
Americans and other U.S. minorities. 
The president has heard statements 
by former Prime Minister Yasuhiro 
Nakasone that African-Americans 
bring the intellectual level of this na-
tion down: 
He has heard Michie Watanabe, a 
high ranking Japanese politiciiin, tell 
colleagues that African-Americans 
have no apprehensions about going 
bankrupt. In other words, African-
• 
Testament, Jacob came into Egypt, 
at the invitation of his son Joseph, 
with 70 of his clan. When their 
descendants left 430 years later in the 
Exodus, they counted themselves 
_ _§Q0,_000 men strong. r 
-· Though this number is nearly IO 
times the actual number who left, it 
still makes us ask how 70 become 
600,000 (or 60,000 for that matter) 
unless there has been wholesale inter-
marriage wi_th the ind~enous popula-
tion. This is in fact what happened 
and the descendants of Jacob became 
submerged, ethnically speaking, in 
the local black population of Egypt . 
Thus, those who left in the Exodus 
were Egyptian and black by race, 
culture and language. 
The word ''akh'' means ''fields'' 
or ''irrigated lands'' showing that 
''Nu-akh'' means literally ''the flood 
of the fields' ' or the ''flood that ir-
rigates the land." This accords 
perfectly with the figure of Noah in 
the Old Testament who personifies 
the flood waters and th~ultivated 
fields. · 
Thumbs down for ' ' 
Tacitus, Eusebius, and Diodorous, 
three famous classical historians, cor-
roborate this by saying that the group 
that left Egypt under Moses was a 
collection of disaffected Egyptians 
and Ethiopians who settled in Ca-
naan. Under these circumstances, the 
African and Egyptian influence on 
the Bible would have been 
unavoidable. 
It is very possible to recover the 
subterranean Afro-Egyptian presence 
in the Old Testament through 
language. Hebrew as a language does 
not become codified until 300 years 
after the accepted dates for th·e Ex-
- odus (about 1200 B.C.) and like other 
Semitic languages- Aramaic, Arabic, 
Phoenician· it has close affinities to 
the. parent African language group 
which includes Egyptian, Cushitic, 
Chadic, Hausa, and Ethiopic. 
Thus we are entirely justified in 
di~secting Old Testament names us-
ing the Egyptian language to uncover 
heretofore unsuspected meanings and 
connections. 
• 
The ark itself derives from the 
boats the Egyptians used to move 
about during flood season. · 
Finally, we can investigate the 
name ''Moses .'' In Hebrew, 
''Moses'' is ''Mosheli'' .or 
''Musheh;'' in Egyptian this gives us 
''Muj-shu." The word ''Mu," like 
many of the other Egyptian terms we 
have looked at, has several meanings 
but in this instance means ''sea'' or 
''lake'' and ''shu'' means ''reeds." 
Thus the Egyptian name of Moses, 
''Mu-shu,'' means ·''lake of ·reeds,'' ' 
reminding us of the Exodus story in 
Which Moses was found by the 
daughter of Pharoah in a .Jake o_f 
reeds, an inlet off the river. This is · 
doubly significant because Horus, the 
son of Osiris and Isis, a symbOl of the 
youthful sun and personification of 
light, was also born in a ' 'sea of 
reeds.'' 
_ We could multiply our examples ad 
infinitum as a way of demonstrating 
the Egyptian root of Old Testament 
names. The point to be made is that 
the Hebrew religion was created out .. 
of the religious and cultural traditions 
of Egypt, The task of the present 
generation is to, in true Osirian 
fashion, resurrect that historical 
me~ory ... 
Dr. Finch is an assistant professor of 
family medicine at Morehouse School 
of Medicine in Atlanta. 
• 
Ona Alston 
Several weeks have passed since the 
Democratic National Convention and 
the race for the Presidency is in full 
swing. Now is as good a time as any 
to take a look at the historic speech 
that the Reverend Je.sse Jackson 
made at the convention, and through 
that prism, look at the Jackson 
candidacy. 
Regardless of one's personal sen-
timents about the validity of electoral 
politics as a means of social change, 
Rev. Jackson's 1988 campaign was 
an important milestone for African-
Americans in particular, and for 
America in general . For many peo-
ple, Rev. Jackson's speech at the con-
vention in Atlanta was the climax of 
the campaign. 
Given that context, we need to 
critically examine several questions .· 
First, what did Rev. Jackson really 
say? Why did he say it? What does 
it mean and where do we go from 
here? 
After hearing from each of the 
handsome and articulate JaCkson 
children, viewers of the Convention · 
were~ treated to one of the nicest : 
pieces of campaign propaganda I 
have ever seen. 
The Jackson campaign film · 
- - - . - .... - -- -depicted the Reagan/ Bush Affierica 
HUSA atms to educate 
Garfield Swaby 
On behalf of the Swaby/Turner 
Administration of the Catalysis, I 
would like to extend a warm · and 
hearty ''welcome'' to all freshmen 
and transfer students entering the 
University, and sirniliarly a ''welcome 
back'' to all continuing students. Let · 
me also hasten to wish that the peace' 
and blessings Of God be upon ybu . 
My friends, the school year, as you 
know, has already begun and the 
HUSA sCaff office is humming with 
well-programmed activities . Let me 
say, ''hats off to the staff.'' 
We .have already conducted a 
freshmen volunteer drive and were 
quite successful in receiving over 100 
volunteers. Since volunteer status 
does not p)'eclude being ~f freshmen 
classification, and since · HUSA 
s)Jould be 1·1,000 volunteers strong, 
we are also extending an invitation to 
all students interested in making a 
positive difference on the campus. 
there is a popular belief that the 
main purpose of education is to 
benefit the massess of people by 
tt:aining them for jobs and facilitating 
upward mobility. In the context of a 
black institution, this belief would 
, -
presuppose that the education receiv- dress to the freshman class at th~ir 
ed at Howard University benefits the first general assembly. As black 
masses of black people. But does students with'·. the power to make 
Howard's education really facilitate positive, progressive changes, we as 
this? I will leave this question with a- student body should pool our 
you, the student, to reflect upon and voting_power and vot~ in favor. of a 
proceed to explain what HUSA will political policy that will best suit the 
be doing to assist this process. needs of our people. I also indicated 
The charge of this year's ad- that there should be no mad dash to 
ministration will be to alert the stu- the polls votin~ D~mocra~ without 
dent to.the ways in which he can put analyzing our h1stor1cal voting trends 
:theoret.1cal knowledge itno practical to see where we have failed in the past 
use, using the current issues and cur- and to ultimately exercise our voting r~nt situations that directly or in- privileges to our best interest. 
directly affect him. Along with this This process would entail an objec-
political education HUSA will also tive analysis o~ the George Bush, 
be providing suppl~mental academic , Michael Duka:k1s, an~ lesser known 
education topped off with cultural .\ Lenora Fularu Caf!lpatgns. Fran~ly, 
entertainment. ': I have problems with each campaign 
One focal point that must not be - a~d unfi:irtunately we may be faced 
excluded is our campus relationship with voting for, not the best. of the 
with the community and so we have three, but the lea~t ~f thl evils. . 
beefed up not only the quality of our The Ca~al ys1s s ogan . is 
Community Action ·staff, but we • 'Perpetuat1r:ig t~; four:idat1.on 
have also expanded the scope of its through experience. In con1unct1on r~les. At p~esent, there are liaisons with this m~tto, we have also ?,dopted 
with Congressman Walter Fauntroy's the slogan Com~ talk to us. lde~l-
office and with Mayor Marion ly, what we hope1s that stud~~ts w1ll 
Barry's Administraiton and steps are achieve a grea.ter sense of act1v1srr:i by 
being taken to participate in conversing with the staff and, tn a 
neighborhood councils combined eff~rt H~SA ~staff ai,td 
As you know, this is ·election year student b?dY inclusive.) will be. ra1s-
and with the election fast ap- ed to a higher l.ev~l of.perfection. 
preaching, I would like to expound I leave you w1sh1ng tnat the peace 
on a point that was made in my ad- and blessings of God be upon you. 
as a fantasy land that does not ex ist 
and then went on to show the ''real'' 
America which is predominant!)' 
working class or pooc, which is non-
white and female; and which is suf-
fering . Then went on. to show Rev .. 
Jackson's vision of America as a fair 
place where people's basic needs a re 
met. 
The Rev. Jackson and his · wife, 
Jacqueline were introduced. Before 
getting into the meat-and-potatoes of 
his speech, Rev. Jackson brought 
_Rosa Parks to the podium. He then 
began recounting how far ''we'' have 
come. (''We'' means African-
American Democrats, in this speech). 
He recalled the Mississippi Freedom 
'Democratic Party lock-out in 1964 
and noted that this year the 
predominantly African-American 
delegation from Mississippi was 
·headed by a man of African descent , 
Ed Cole, 
He made an emotional, persuasive 
argument for the necessity of 
Democratic Party unity. The phrases 
''common ground'', ''in the same 
boat'', and ''unity, unity, unity'' -
were re,Sounded for over one hour. 
. Two memorable highlights of the 
. speech were the lion and the lamb 
analogy Rev. Jackson used and his 
comparison of America to a quilt. 
Jackson also attacked 
···Rea8aii0m!Cs··and the smoke-
screen propaganda ploy_ ~nown as the 
' 
Americans have no credit. 
He has seen reports that African-
A1nerican mannequins with big lips 
and greasy hai r are widely used in 
Japanese department stores. 
" 
filled the void left in South Africa by 
the U.S. and other collntries when 
sanctions were imposed, making 
Japan the leading trade partner with 
South Africa. 
Yet he ignores the facts, s~us 
in the face and sends a clear ~ssage 
that is unmistakably racist . 
He has seen more reports that a 
Japanese firm is marketing a line of 
toys and beachwear featuring a ''Lit-
tle Black Samba'' character. 
And he knows that the Japanese 
government willingly and knowingly 
Robert J ; Vickers is local/National 
Editor and a junior in the School of 
Communications. 
Up With Hope' ' ' 
\\1ar on drugs. He challenged ''young 
America'' tp hope and to dream . 
And, if anyone was left with dry eyes 
at this point, Jackson made sure they 
would not stay dry fo r long' by 
reciting his personal history of pover-
ty to glory. The moral of that lesson ; 
was ''if I can make it, you can too.'' 
He closed his speech chanting ''Keep 
hope alive! Keep hope alive! Keep 
hope alive! 
It was a good speech and Rev. 
Jackson made some good points, but 
all he really said was have faith, prac-
ti~e unity , dare to dream, keep hope 
alive and vote for Mike Dukakis in 
1988. Yes, the Jackson camp did 
receive some trivial concessions like 
positions on the Democratic National 
Committee and getting South Africa 
named a ''terrorist state'' (whatever 
that means). But despite the 
disrespect shown to Rev . Jackson by 
Dukakis and despit~ the fact that the 
spirit and letter of the rainbow plat-
fo rm were essentially discarded, Rev 
Jackson said vote for the De:nocraric 
parry, Bentsen and all, any·Nay. 
Why? Only Rev. Jackson himself 
can truly answer that question but 
there are those who raise the issue of 
Rev . Jackson's personal agenda and 
his fundamental liberal-but -
m ~j ns t ream· Demo c ratic - part y 
ideology as possible answers. 
The fact remains, whatever 
Jackson' s motive, that you can not 
I 
feed ''hope'' to hungry women and 
children; ''faith'' does not insure de· 
cen t employment opportunities or 
comparable worth for women; and 
''unity'' won't end economic 
violence. In order for the constituen-
cy Rev. Jackson purports to repre-
se nt, (the poor , dispossessed, 
discriminated.against, and oppress-
ed), to get the things they need for a 
decent quality of life, (food, shelter, 
education, employment, health-care) 
there have to be fundamental, struc-
tural changes in society. Whether or 
not those changes can be voted in is 
questionable-to say the least. It is 
clear, however, that neither .the 
Democratic nor the Republican par-
ty as they exist today are 1 willing to 
make the economic sacrifices 
necessary to achieve this . Frankly 
they. can't. 
So what happens now? Do we all 
go home and sit on our hands until 
1992? Or are those of us who claim 
to care about our people in particular 
and about humanity in general, go-
ing to organize the so-called rainbow 
constituency, the ''real'' America so 
that we will be strong enough to de-
mand what we are rightfully due, and. 
if that demand is not met, to take 
what is ours? Or will we continue to 
Jive from emotional big~ to emo-
tional high without making any con-
crete changes in our material condi-
tions? It' s completely up to us. 
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All Se.niors .. and Graduating Students < .. -
who wish .'to be ,ph.otogr-aphed for . 
-
• 
· the · 
• 
• 
- J . • 
1988 BISON .I 
. . : .. 
. -
•• YEARBOOK 
' 
• 
' • 
should _report to 1 the Music Listening 
Room, Blackburn Center at your pre-
·- . 
scheduled appointment time. · 
. . . 
If you did not receive an appoint-
ment or must re.:schedule call Year-
b o o k Associates, 262-7997 to make an 
. . 
appointment. There is a $6.00 sitting fee 
· ~equired for all graduating students 
·. to be photographed which inust be paid · 
-_· · · at the time of the sitting. Photographs 
I 
. I 
I 
• 
• 
· will be taken from -1 0:00 a.m. ·until 6:00 
, p.m. until September 17, 1988. 
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Trinity Square 
Opposite Trinity College 
Famous 1954 for: • since 
I 
DOverstuffed subs 
DPerfect Pizza by the slice 
DThat Italian Thing 
• 
H U • Having a party? 
Try a s· sub! 
I 
I . 
212 Michigan 
265-4242 
Ave .NE 
2 day notice needed 
,, WE1 RE HIRING! 
Housewives & Students 
Daytime & Nightime Positions Available 
Part-time or Full-time 
•Cashiers •Sandwich Makers •Pizza Makers 
Starting 1alory up to $4.50/hr depending on qualifications 
We furni1h uniform (no charge). Flexible hours. 
' 
-' . 
!****************************~ 
* * 
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Business 
. 
c_on_t!nu_~_ fr~~ page 3 _ 
the cost of repair,'' Barber added. 
Barber said its results would 
help determine how the building 
was constructed, and how and 
------------- why it fell. 
He added that if court litigation 
occured the University may not 
have to wait for any assessment of 
liability to complete repairs. 
Th.e construction manager that 
Marshall referred to is Robert J . 
Nash whose office is located in 
.-. Washington. D.C., on Georgia 
Avenue. 
Nash's office declined to com-
ment on the collapse, citing possi-
ble legal actions that have not been 
resolved. 
Charles Barber, with the 
General Council of the Universi-
ty, which handles legal matters for 
the University, said that placing 
fault can not be done until the in-
dependent contractor's report is 
finished, and that any ideas on 
what happened would be too 
oremature. 
''It all depends on where blame 
is placed," he said. ''If the con-
struction is at fault then we would 
discuss some kind of remedy for 
the ~amage that occurred and for 
Housing· 
continued from page 1 
and the Washington Center, in Nor-
thwest and Summit Hill in Silver 
Spring,' Md., all set aside apartment 
units for: Howard students . 
Hopkins hopes that thorough beter 
understanding, the housing problem 
that plagued students this year will be 
eliminated. 
''We don't anticipate this happen-
ing again becatise we plan to educuate 
prospective students to send in their 
fee and application on time and not 
to assume ! hat because they were a"c"'-
cepted in o the University, they 
would automatically receive hous-
·ing," said Hopkins. 
''We could, if necessary, seek 
compensation after a final settle-
ment is reached." said Barber . 
Student reaction tO the incident 
has been a mixture of surprise and 
disbelief because many students 
gather regularly under the ceiling 
to ef!_gage in _sQ_cial conversation . 
''It's the social spot for the 
school, everyone hangs out 
there,'' said junior Mark Jackson, 
a finance major in the School of 
Business. ''I have often stood 
unde r the ceiling and 
I find it really disturbing that it 
could have fallen at any other time 
I would have been under it,'' he 
added. 
thought I was one of the few and now 
I realize I am one of the many.'' -
Cee is also a freshman without on-
campus housing. He admits that his 
application was sent a week after the 
deadlines and feels that the dor-
mitories are simply filled. 
''The lack of convenient housing 
has now been identified as the 
number one reason that students do 
not accept enroltmerlt at Howard 
Universi)y, according to a 
prelimina'ry prospectus released by 
the Adminstration. 
''Of great concern to Howard's is 
the the loss of potential graduate 
students, who chose to enroll in other 
institutions where on-campus apart-
ments are available," cited the 
report . 
The losses of potential graduate 
students, is cited by the report as the 
leading factor behind the decision to 
construct the new facility . 
Currently, graduate and profes-
sional students account for 25 percent 
of the overall student popluation. 
• 
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Freshman 
continued from page 2 
that way. This year, Howard Up-
perclassmen looked on as 22 percent 
more freshmen invaded the campus. 
And, according to Dr. Alinda 
Sumers, assistant english profe.'isor 
and freshman advisor, many of them 
are as confident as Lee. 
''They are sonie pretty serious 
students. They have good {academic) 
backgrounds and they ask a lot of 
questions," she said. ''They are ask-
ing a lot technical guestions. They 
ask about relative clauses, uses of 
semi-colons, grammar, organization, 
· style, etc., They are familiar with the 
terminolgy and they seem to already 
understand (the course content),'' she 
said. 
Sammie Bell, a supervisor in Good 
Food Service, agrees . 
' 'They are bright and more alert 
than ever before,'' she said. ''They 
are asking questions about the 
schedule and the menu and the about 
the quality of the food. They seem to 
have good personalities . I've had no 
problems so far. They are really in-
telligent," said Bell . 
''Basically,1 they're pretty nice," 
said Sherri Austin, a resident assis-
tant in the Tubman Quadrangle dor-
mitory. ''They ' re adjusting pretty 
well and they are beginning to love 
Howard and they are proud of 
Howard,'' she said. While Austin is 
optimistic about this year's freshman 
class, she will admit that they are nor-
mal teenagers who arc enjoy1ii·g- t3.k-
ing in Howard's social atmosphere. 
1 
''I just hope that they keep sight 
of what they're here for 'and don't get 
involved in other things. School 
should be an enviroment to promote 
academic excellence," she said. 
Darrell Arnold, a resident assistant 
in Drew Hall, is trying to get the same 
message across to male the freshmen. 
'' I s·tress that they are privileged 
just to be here. There are a lot of peo-
ple who have the brains to be here, 
but they just can't come," he said. 
Arnold-added that he is stressing in-
volvement in extracufricular activities 
and he's warning them about getting 
caught up with hanging out with 
fres hmen women at Tubman's 
''wall''. , 
·••1 tell them to not disappoint their 
parents, but not to disappoint 
themselves. If they give their all, then 
they won't be disappointed,'' he said. 
Lee says that he is prepared for his 
years at Howard and that he expects 
to walk away from Howard with 
more than just the ability to say that 
he attended the institution. 
''When I leave Howard, I expect 
to take with me a sense of unity as 
a ~lack persQ!l," said Lee. ''I want 
to take with me a very good degree 
in broadcast journalism and I expect 
to leave behind a legacy," he said. 
ADVERTISE IN 
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Anthony garnett, a freshman who 
plans to eventually major in 
chemistry, was informed in early 
June that no housing would be made 
available for him for the upcoming 
school year. His applicatipn and . 
deposit were returned and a list of 
possible off-campus housing was 
made available. Garnett instists that 
no explanation was given for the in-
convenience and calls the Adminstra-
tion's handling of the event, ''poor.'' 
''The Adminstration handled this 
poorly I think," said Garnett. ''They 
just screwed up. I know of people 
who werent't informed unit! they ar-
rived ... People who came from far 
away as California . 
The HQward Plaza is the first noew 
university housing to be built in 23 
years. Bethune Hall was the last dor-
mitory constructed. Scheduled for 
completion in December of 1988 and 
August 1989, the two ten story hous-
ing structures will feature; 
underground parking, computer and 
daycare centers, and single, double 
and triple bedroom units. Each floor 
will have a 1,000 square foot study 
room, while each building will con-
tain a 3,600 sqare foot multi-purpose 
room. The estimated monthly rental 
fee is estimated to start at $749, but 
will vary according to the size of the 
apartment. 
LARGEST 
AFRICAN-
AMERICAN COL-
LEGIATE ": in the ! 
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BUBBLES 
CUTS A PROFILE 
Presently, Garnett is living with 
friends of hois family and commutes 
daily, one and a half hour to and -
from campns. 
'' It seems like envery three out of 
four people r talk to is going through 
Jhc! same things, says Tracy Lee. ''l 
• 
,bubbles 2020 II Street NW 659·5005 _... ................ ~ 
. Haircu t ters 
• 
1025 Ve<ITI0<11 Ave . NW 737·5970 
201 Massachusel1s Ave . NE 546·7343 
205 Penns ylvania Ave . SE 543· 1245 
.... ~ .., ........ , ... ,, 
'Wi1h !his ad. 
Otter Elp1res 9.30.as 
' 
NEWSPAPER' 
According to the Adminstration, 
the new facility will be home to not 
only graduate, pro(essional and mar-
ried students at HoWard but also in-
terns, nurses, hospital staff and post 
graduate students will also live there. 
There are , however, plans under-
' way to construct a new 
undergraduate dormitory on the land · • 
adjacent to the Howard Plaza. The 
facility will contain 383 units and be 
available for occupancy sometime in 
the mid 1990s. 
• 
AIOI 
Freshman Orientation 
Nothing could have prepared me 
for the first few moments w1rh my 
roon1mate. '1\nique''-nothing more, 
just '\'\n ique''-was her name. Change 
the''lf:' t<? a "U''and you've got a 
descr1pr1on. 
When they asked what rype of 
room mare I wanted, I didn't know rhar 
I needed ro be more specific than non-
sn1oker. I could swear I saw a picture 
of Anique on· a postcard I got from 
London. Within five minutes, I found 
our that she was an Arr History sru-
. dent, inro rhe Psychedelic Furs, and 
. totally, rorally against rhe domesri-
\ cation of animals. 
'· I was just about ready ro pur in 
for a room transfer when she 
reached into her leather 
backpack, pulled our a 
can of Suisse Mocha and 
offered me a cup. OS.ay, I 
decided Itl keep an open mind. 
As we sipped our cups, I 
found our rhar Anique and I share 
-rhe same fondness for Cary Grant ~ 
movies, the same disdajn for wine 
coolers, and rhe same ex-boyfriend. 
Thar gave us plenty ro ralk about. 
) 
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General Foods• International Coffees. 
' Share the feeling . 
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j _Te_~po 
_'Betrayed': Film blends fact, fiction of racial violen_ce 
- . -
- .. 
• -~ ~-
• 
.. 
-
Scene from ''Betrayed.'' 
City hot .spots· present newcomers 
' 
with bounty . of local adventures 
• 
Lauren Cooper 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Talking your parenls into letting 
you come to Howard University was 
easy, and now that you are here you 
are probably 'wondering where to 
spend those moments when class is 
out, ''the yard'' is empty and the 
, Punchout is closed. 
Tbere won't be a problem the first 
two weekends becaus_e t~e pl~n,s ar.e 
"" already made. The f1rs1tWiJ. ta9•.-~ 
was down to Atlanta then over to 
Virginia Beach. The second weeken~ 
it is off to ''the city' '- New York Ci-
ty that is to be pn the scene at the 
Howard- ~. Grambling game. 
Then what? 
Well, to make things a little easier 
for those first-time Howardites , h.ere 
is a quick iun down on the hot spots 
of the capital city: 
-Haines Point- Located in Nor-
theast D.C. along the Potomac River , 
this park offers a Qeautiful view of 
the river as well as a view of planes 
, 1 , laking-off and landing at National 
.r---Airport. On weekend·afternoons t~e 
t.hree-mile road ci rcling the park 1s 
packed with cars driving around and 
around checking out the other sites : 
the men and women. Picnic tables 
and grill pits are available if you want 
to make a day of it. 
-Rock Creek Park- Located in 
Northwest D.C. thi s park offers 
hiker, biker and '11orse trails. There 
are also picnic areas and a creek that 
is crossable in bare feet and rolled up 
pants. Both Rock Creek Park and 
Haines Point close at nightfall . 
• 
• 
-
' 
• 
• • 
''The A.wakening'' at Hoines Point. 
• 
By Lauren Cooper 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Set in the mid-western plains of the 
United States, ''Betrayed'' unfolds a 
plot whose portrayal of human 
ugliness and evil obscures the beauty 
of the setting. . .• - ·~ 
- ' A modern day horror without the 
blood and gore of the "Nightmare on 
Elm Street'' or ''Friday the 13th'' se-
quels, ''Betrayed'' is scary still in its 
proximity to reality. 
The stOry line is racism- scathing 
hatred th.at victimizes anything out-
·side of the ''white world.'' 
And what most viewers are 
unaware of is that some of the crimes 
in this ''fiction'' movie are 
documented events. 
The movie begins with the murder 
of a radio talk show host in Chicago 
who is victimized because he is 
Jewish . The event is based on the 
1984 murder of the Denver talk show 
host, Alan Berg. · 
Two \vhite_ supremacist members 
' I 
I' 
t; 
. . 
of the Order, an Idaho· based group 
whose racially violent members are 
targets of FBI probes, were found 
guilty the previous year of the killing 
. of Berg. 
· The most emotionally stirring and 
controversial scene, where a young 
black man is taken to the woods, 
given a gun with 10 rounds of am-
munition and 30 seconds before he is 
''hunted'' or lynched, is als6 based 
on an actual event. ~ 
Two Alabama Ku x Klan 
members were convicted for 1981 
beating and hanging of a black 
teenager. One of the Klansmen was 
quoted as saying, ''We were out on 
a hunt ." 
''Betrayed'' builds around these 
events and brings them close to home 
incorporating them into an existence 
that personifies the American way. 
The small farm town that is the 
backdrop for the racial crimes is full 
of average Americans. And if it 
weren't for the evil that lurked 
behind closed doors, pity could be 
mu .. tered for rhe down-nn-their-l11ck 
Fashion spot 
By Crystal Whaley 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
What is it about biking shorts that 
has today's young people in a fren-
zy? Some say they are the new 
fashiori trend, while others say they 
are practical garments that have been 
around since the creation of the bike . . 
Chauncey of ''City Bikes'' on 
Euclid and Champlain streets in 
~ Adams Morgan says that most 
,,! serious bikers invest in a pair of bik-
ing shorts because ''it cuts down on 
friction. 
' 
''Since it is a seemless garment it 
cuts down on friction to the leg of the 
rider.'' 
Biking shorts are traditionally us-
ed to eliminate friction and to create 
· warmth. In the past they were made 
of a heavy polyester material with a 
long shammy of leather inside. · · 
Most biking shorts are semi-
padded to support the upper thigh. -~ .- ) Black is the most popular color 
~~ ....... . because it does not show ttte-grease 
..,.. '-· ' - and dirt that are prevalent on most 
Kevin Waothersby geared up 
• biker's hands. Most of the profes-
t sional biking shorts sell from $35.95[ 
for the semi-padded to $84.95 for the 
and reody to ride. 
-see Bikers, page 15 
; 
I 
' 
farmers. 
The fictional base of the story is 
the undercover FBI agent (pebra 
Winger) who is sent to the to~n to 
infiltrate the white supremacist group 
by way of one of its key members 
(Tom Berenger)- and discovers the 
extensive and powerful web that has 
alreafiy been spun. 
Winger is assigned specifically to 
investigate Berenger for his involve-
ment' in racially motivated murders . 
They fall in love and in Berenger's 
deSire to share everything with his 
companion, he leads Winger into a 
world where the white race is thought 
to be, by interpfetation of the Bible, 
the supreme race. 
Although Berenger's character is 
initially developed as a warm·hearted 
father of two who hasn't the guts to 
put a sick horse to sleep, he eventual-
ly emerges as'ta man with a ratlous 
hatred for ''niggers, Jews and fag-
gots.'' 
After ''the hunt'' where the young 
black man is shot, Berenger tries to 
···-- · --s~e Betrayed, page . l_S 
I 
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Tiffany Lyles likes the look, 
but locks the bike. 
i 
-The Museums- For those rainy 
days, head to Constitution Aven1;1e . 
Along the major road just east of 
Downtown, are the majority of the 
city's museums. The Museum of 
Natural History , Modern Art, and 
African Art are three to start with . 
JIRT !IRVED 
• 
I 
' 
( 
-Georgetown- Located in Nor-
thwest D .C. , thi s historic part of 
town has a little bit of everything. 
- From the trendy clothing stores along 
Wisconsin Avenue and M Street, to 
the speciality shops in Georgetown 
Park Mall . Venture down some of 
the brick side streets and see some of 
the most fabulous homes in the city. 
There are countless eateries, but 
two of the most popular among 
Howardites are Houston 's , . 1065 
Wisconsin Ave., and Lino's Pizzeria 
and Bar, 32 11 M St. 
-Adams Morgan- Also located in 
Northwest D.C., this part of town· 
has a heavy Spanish / Mexican in-
fluence. Like Georgetown, it also has 
lots of eateries and some authentic 
clothing stores. There is a yearly 
festival, known as Adams Morgans t 
Day, that falls in mid-September (this "" 
year' s festival is Sept. IO) and bring-s b... 
hordes of people into this part of 
town for the food, music and fun. 1 
-The Shops- This downtown mall ' 
is located just six blocks east of the 
-Sutton Plaza Dorm. It's a great place ·The food court at The Pavillion. 
for the 1-2-3 shopping trip. Inside is ------------------------------the Limited, Limited Express, Benet-
ton and more . There is also an exten-
sive food court On· the top floor . 
-The Pavillion- AnotfieF ~wniown 
shopping' area, located on, Penn· 
t J 
sylvania Avenue and 12th street. ";;~:: 
Although there are not as many 1 
clothing stores, there are plenty of 
·food places. Or.. weekends there · is 
usually some kind of musical enter· 
tainment in the food court that is free 
to the public. 
And finally, for the night owls 
there are a couple of clubs around 
town that are popular with the col-
lege crowd. Tracks DC, 80 M street 
S.E., is generally packed on Wednes-
day nights and freshmen can even en-
joy th~ fun of the two dance floors 
because 18 ' js the entrance age . ~ 
Wednesday nights are usually more 
popular with college students. 
Chapter III, just up the street from 
Tracks is another night spot. You 
must be 21 years of age to enter. Sun· · 
' 
. . 
see Local, page 15 Houston's in Georgetown. 
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·-Now is the time to make 
your choice .. Because 
e\'ery An Carved college 
rin~ - from handsome 
traditional to contempo· 
rary styles- is on sale 
now! You'll he impressed 
llith the fine ArtCarved 
craftsmanship that's 
backed by a Full' Lifetime 
Warranty. And you'll 
appreciate the Sil\'ings·. 
Don't miss out! 
The Quality 
T11e Craftsmanship. 
77Je Retl'ard >bu Deseroe. 
Date 
J 
• 
CLASS RINGS 
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• 
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t0am-4pm "The Blac:kburn Crnler ~ 
Time Place i · 
Deposit Required flll. Z. 
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Cultural~ memorabilia 
Woman shows pride . in heritage with African-American artifact collection 
By Onika L. Johnson -
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Upon entering the living room of 
Jeannette Carson's home, a visitor 
may notice a few things out of the or-
dinary. A life-sized statue of an 
African serving woman greets guests 
at the door. 
A quick glance around the room 
gives a mini-tour of the dark 
continent. 
A female rite-of-pas'sage doll from 
West Africa depicts the intricately 
carved face of a young girl over 
shadowed by the woman after her 
voyage from childhood to 
\vomanhood; iitdicated by the freshly 
acquired tribal marks. 
Carson , publisher of ''Black 
Ethnic E:ollectibles'' has a niche for 
co l lecting African-American 
memorabilia. 
''The whole country and world is 
beginning to focus on black 
memorabilia,'' Carson said. ' 'Many 
galleries and museums have begun to 
raise a lot of consciousness." 
''My trips to Africa stimulated 
awareness of my African culture .,'' 
Carson, an African progra1ns 
director for the Agency t'or Interna -
tio nal Development (AID), took an 
early retirement to co-start a busineSs 
ca lled The African Fashion 
Company. 
''We collected man)' different 
African fabrics from all over the con-
tin ent to make th e new fas h ions of 
the times," sh e said. 
•• 
I 
Photo by l>!lvid Embdem~ 
Items of _J_eaneatte Carson's Black Memorabilia Collection. 
I 
Later artifacts and antiques ., 
became part of the product line. And 
1 
_ ________ _______ ____ ! -------- --------~ 
as the number of stat ues and other l I 
carvings she collected increased, she : MOVIE DIRECTORY I 
began to include a large number of 1 I 
American pieces. 1 District Theatres : 
Refocusi ng her energies on· ! I 
memorabilia led Carson to drOp the I C . I H"ll c· 507 E' ht St c· I Od c· 1 Upto 3426 I I h. 1- Sh , · 1 d · h ap1to 1 1nemas 1g . 1nep ex eon 1rc e wn 1 cot 1ng 1ne. es n?w invo v~ ~vit SE 547 - 1210 CJnnecticut Ave.MW 966-5400 
the Black Memorab1la C lub, an 1n- t C . A . ,, F 5 25 7 30 9 40 l terest group of som e 150 different '' oming 10 merica r : · : • : • 
collectors f rom across the country. 11 :45 
The group will hold it s first annual Sat/ Sun 1:15, 3:25, 5:25, 7:30, 9:40, 11 :45 · 
show in early October. ·· oie Hard' ' Fr 7:00,9:25, 11:40 
Sat / Su11 1 :]!), 4:45, 7:00, 9:25, ! I :40 · 
"\Yho Framed Roger Rabbit'' Fr 7:00, 9:30. 
• • 
S, t/ Sun 2:15, 7:00, 9:30 
C! eplex Odeon Circle Westend 23rd 
+ L Sts. NW 293-3152 
' ' ie Hard'' 1:30. 4:15. 7:15. 9:50. 121J.5 The d iversity of her collection 
ran$eS from two-inch skill fully-
carved figu rines to Ji fe~sized statues; 
''We a re total ly dedicated to pro-
moting black awareness,'' Carson 
said. '' I was born in a time when we 
were completely brain washed and 
o ur parents didn't knO\V and cou ld 
not teach us.'' 
Cineplex Odeon Circle Avalon 5612 
Connecticut AVe.MW 966-2600 
''Last Tempta1io11 of Christ' '(2) Fr 7:00, 8: 15, 
10:00 
··Married to the Mob' ' 1:00, 3: 10.' 5:20, ~O. , 
9140 
' from the more common fert ilit y doll 
with large-round, flat head and out-
stretched arms, to the obscure finely 
carved statue of elephant bone. 
Photo h)' David Embden, 
Jeanette Carson showing of her female Rite of Passage doll. 
''Bl<\ck memqrabilia is a nythi n g 
that is made for, by or about black 
people," said CarSon. 
Carson's unique passion fd r such 
items began to take form after h er 
numerous trips to the African 
continent. 
Carson said the collection has had 
a'' treme ndou s im pact '' on children 
who viewed the items. And for that 
a lone, Carson receives a small 
amount of sel f -satisfaction. '' I feel a 
special dedication to promoting 
pride.'' 
I 
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Good things! That 's what 
life's about . 
Right? 
Wrong! 
Life is made up of many dif-
ferent facets, and bad things come 
right along with the good . And, 
Howard's sports world is no 
exception . 
But, first the good things . 
Four years ago when I entered 
Hqward, sports was the last thing 
on anyone. mind. Our football 
team was the. pits . The football 
field was then known as the dust 
bowl, and our football players 
were known as ''heathens." 
It' s funny how times change. A 
man named' Willie Jeffries came 
along anQ the bandwagon arrived . 
Our tearri started winning, and no 
longer were the football players 
called '' savages. " The dust bowl· 
disappeared, afld girls ceased to be 
afraid to visit cook after a Satur-· 
day home game. 
Instead of saying, ''Those darn 
football players, they get on my 
nerves," people now say , ''Gosh, 
Jeffries sure is doing a nice job 
with those ball players . The y ' er 
so mannerable now. '' 
It' s not that they weren't plea-
sant in the first place folk$ . We 
just have to realize winnin~ does 
wonderful things to people, and 
leaves no room to be unpleasant. 
Now, don't get me wrong! I'm 
not saying the football players 
took out their losing frustrations 
on people like you and me, but I 
am saying I would rather have 
them beating up on football op-
ponents than the freshman class at 
Drew Hall every year. 
Well , the latter might happen 
anyway. Just wait 'ti! it snows. 
Let' s get back to the reason I' m 
writing this column. ... 
'l' he good things in t he H oward 
sportsworld : 
First o f a ll , I must commend 
Mr . Jeffries for bringing us such 
a respectable football program . 
A Mid-Eastern Athletic Cham-
pionship I will aGcept anyday 
People seem to doubt us at time , 
and you all know who I ' m talking 
about, but day by day we continue 
i.. to overcOme the odds. 
The NC AA said Howard 
couldn' t make the playoffs- and 
we may not have been there- but 
o ne thing 's for sure : we'rf : 
qualified! 
And, just like we were qualified 
last year we'll be qualified again 
this year. Hopefully we won't 
have to go to court this time to 
prove it. 
I have also seen the women·~ 
basketball win two consecutive 
MEAC titles. 
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' Photo by Keith ll.orm11n 
Head coach Willie Jeffries gives instruction, from left, to. tight end Jim-mie Johnson, quarterback Lee Debose, and wide receiver John Javis. 
Bison not intimidat d by Tigers 
By z ·ack Burgess 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
After his team gave up 21 points 
to the suprisingly improved Tigers of 
Morehouse College last week, Bison 
head coach Willie Jeffries is keeping 
many late hours in preparation for 
the tradition-rich powerhouse Tigers 
of Grambling State this week . 
This game may be the measuring 
stick o f Jeffr ies' team. And if he can 
work oui the kinks fro1n the fi rst 
game and defeat these Louisiai1a 
Tigers, it might provide tl1e mo men-
tum to roll tov·:ard thei r seco11d Mici-
Eastern A thietic Coufe1 c11ce i.:ha:n-
pionship; arid hopefu l!;·, the at-large 
NCAA bid that \vas clusi·,1e lasi: )'ear 
despit e a 9- i reco rd . 
The Bison will be facing Gra1nbi-
ing State University Saturday, 
September 10, 1988 in the 11th An-
nual Whitney M . Young Classic in 
Passaic, N .J . , at Giants' Stadium 
(The Meado wlands). Grambling , · a 
member of the Southwestern Athletic 
Conference (SW AC), is coming off 
a 23- 17 win o ver Alcorn State. 
Grambling is rich in tradition. 
They own the boasting rights of more 
black athletes in the NFL than any 
one school in college football , in-
cluding last season's Super Bowl 
MVP, Washington Red skins' 
quarterback Doug Williams . Pitt -
sburgh Steeler great Mel Blount. and 
former NFL quarterback James Har- ''Giving up 21points 1t was a little-
ris are just a few o f the man y players di sappointing, I but I'm not going to 
to transcend from Grambling into the say it Was a shocker , because 
NFL. Morehouse showed us some sur-
Not just players play a big part in prises," Jeffiies said . ''We (the 
the Tiger mystique, but coach Eddie coaches) just have to stay-up a little 
Robinson does as well . In 46 seasons longer, and work a little harder to try 
o f coaching, Robinson is the winn- and make sure those mistakes don' t 
ingest coach in college football _ happen again. " 
history with a 342-113-5 record. The Bison are coming off a spec-
Even though Grambling is coming tacular 9-1 season in which they did 
off their worst season since 1959 not receive an NCAA I-AA bid to. the 
(5-6), they bring to New Jersey a playoffs. But considering such a blow 
secondary that con1bined t'or 28 in - to morale, and then coupled with the 
terceplions last year , and an offe11sivc t ragic death of tean1mate Walter 
front li ne that ~tvcrages 280 po unds. G as kin last spring, the Bison seem 
Last "\'eek against A lcorn thei r c\..-e11 1no re detcr111ined this season . 
junior wingbac}.: Fred Jo11es carrieQ ' ' I would say they not 011ly want 
t l1e bail'' 11i11C' t'(n1es fo r 76 yards, to ' ' 'in , but I' m inclir1ed to believe 
l eadi~,the +:.i.gcr· offe 1 1 ~e . Ju nior they w·o.uld like to go undefeated, " 
quarterback Cicn1cnte Gordon is sti ll Jeffries said . ''Whether we do that or 
considered green because of a lack o f 11ot is another t t1ing." · 
playing time, but shows promise, said Bison quarterback and team cap-
Jeffries duri ng a mid,veek press tain Lee Debose echoed his coach's 
conference. · feelings. 
'' I don't doubt (anything) that ' 'Because of Walter' s death, and 
quarterbac k they have can do, last season's mishap it sort of made 
because if I do , this \veekend he' ll us more determined, because both 
look like Doug Williams out there ," things had us pretty choked up, ' 
Jeffries said . ' ' But, I guarantee you Debose said . 
he's developing, and he' s going to be The Bison have -dedicated the 
good," Jeffries said.' ' He' s going to season to Gaskin, and on the back of 
get better, believe that ." each player's helmet a round black 
Although the Bison \Vere expected sticker proclaims '' In memory of 
to completely rout Morehouse def en- NO. 41. ' ' 
sively as well as offensively, it went Howard returns 10 starters on 
just a little different as the Bison gave defense, and such players as Debose, 
up three touchdowns. tight end Jimmie Johnson, wide 
receiver Derrick Faison, and tailback. 
Fred Killings on offense. Making 
them the excellent choice by coaches 
in the conference to repeat as MEAC 
champions. 
According to Jeffries the Bison will 
be led by their linebackers . Seniors 
Darryon Robinson who led Howard 
in tackles last year with 86 and 
Michael Clarington lead the charge of 
a young, but aggressive linebacking 
staff. 
The quality of last year's secondary 
left much to be desired as the group 
\Vas often burned for more than 200 
yards a game. 
Defensive back Thomas Jones has 
a sprained ankle and .is questionable 
fo r the next few weeks , and with the 
loss of Gaskin , a definite void had to 
be filled in the secondary. Willie 
Johnson is the o nly seasoned veteran 
at this point, but Jeffries sees no need 
to worry . 
' 'Thomas is missed baCk there, you 
better believe that , and Walter is 
thoroughly missed, but they have 
definitely improved, arid I know 
teams will not be able to take advan-
tage of us as they did last year," he 
said. 
The Bison finished next-to-last in 
pass ' defense in the MEA<; in '87' . 
l{ow strong the offense :s will be 
a key to the Bisons fortunes. After 
leading the NCAA I-AA schools in 
rushing offense (381 .6 per game), and 
being second in total offense (494.1) 
• 
' 
• 
~ ll•J:f:J 
• 
Date 
Sept 3 Morehouse College 
Sept. 10 •Grambling 
Sept. 17 Be!hune-Cookman 
Sept. 24 South Carolina State 
Oct t OPEN 
Q;:t. 6 Towson State 
Oct. 15 Virginia State 
Oct. 22 ••North Carolina A& T 
Oct. 29 U.D.C. 
Nov. 5 Florida A&M 
Nov. 12 Morgan State 
Nov. 19 Delaw.:.re State 
••Homecoming 1988 
and scoring offense (40.9), Howard 
has a hard feat ahead of them 
without tailback Harvey Reed (1,500 
yards and 20 touchdowns). Reed was 
drafted by the Chicago Bears in the 
eighth round and was later released . 
The Bison are not as strong on the 
offensive line as a 'year ago; tackles 
Roy Pierson and Calvert Jhomas are 
gone via graduation. Senior tackle 
Garry Martin is out with back pro- · 
blems for the season, but the so-
called ''Fat Boys'' that averaged 280 
pounds last season have not ·-
relinquished their title. 
· ' 'Size wise we're just as big ~s we 
were last year, but we have some big 
holes to fill . with Calvert, Roy, and 
Garry gone,'' Jeffries said. 
''The lost of Garry for the season 
really hurt us, because at least with 
Calvert, and Roy we knew they were 
graduating, but this back problem 
was unexpected.'' 
On tJ:ie brighter side the Bison · 
return MEAC guard Pat Boyd (6'0", 
315 lbs .).Willie Felder(6' 7", 365 lbs) 
is expected to make a contribution 
also . 
''I wasn't too happy with the of-
fensive line's performance against 
Morehouse, but ~verything can't be 
peachy . But, I think they'll get 
it together after we Continue to work · 
on some things," Jeffries said. 
The kicking game will.also be a fac-
tor in Howard's football season. 
Junior John Harvell will handle the 
kicking duties, while sophomore 
Gary Mossip kicks field goals and ex-
tra points 
With the absence of Reed the Bison 
are expected to go to the air just a lit-
tle more often, and force teams to de-
f end against them. 
''After seeing the films of Atlan-
ta, I'll tell you one thing it's frighten~ 
ing , because against a team like 
Howard you ha·ve - to ·prepare for 
everything,'' Grambling's Robinson 
said in a telephone interview from 
Louisiana. ''You really have to 
prepare to defend the field." 
' 'Losing Reed is significant in that · 
we can't expect the break-away runs ·' 
a_nymore. We are goipg to h3ve !O get 
five here, IO there and keep our 
ballgames close so that when the end 
is near we'll be three to seven in front 
or behind, and hopefully win 
ballgames,'' Jeffries said . 
' But enough of this good stuff, 
because I could go on, on, and 
on ... iKillings slashes 
way into back 1e/d 
Coppin falls in volleyball match · 
NOW THE BAD THINGS! 
Hey!l Coach William P. 
Moultrie, great caretaker of 
Howard's athletic department. 
Will the baseball team have to 
play on a hazardous glass- filled 
diamond again this season? 
Will they have to wear light blue 
spikes, red and white spikes , and 
buy their very own jacket s again 
By Zack Burgess 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
this season? 
How long will half the team go If he can keep the ball when all 
with stirrups , and half the team about him are losing it, if he can 
without? force his body through repeated pain 
What about that Tri-State and agony, if he can carry the ball for 
Championship swimmil)g team of over 1500 yards and 20 touchdowns 
ours, Coach? Do they have to fu one season- he too can be the 
supply trunks, caps, and goggles next Howard tailback drafted into 
for themselves this season t00? the ·NFL. 
And, how can I (or you) forget These iire the goals and obstacles 
those MEAC tennis champions facing the Bison's new slarting 
who have to restring their own tailback Fred Killings, as he believes 
rackets . he can more than fill the void left by 
I guess you'Jl just sit back and former· All-American tailback 
say what you said last year, huh? Harvey Reed. 
••An athlete should willingly ''Providing that the whole line 
pay those extra expenses if he ~tays healthy, I think I can surpass 
plays the sport, becaUse he wants :what Harvey did (last year),'' Killings 
to win. If the -university puts in 95 ~. ''We have a great offensive line, 
percent, the athlete should be able hey go alf• Out for you.'' 
to contribute S percent. Killings, a junior tailback from 
''The students' fail to realize that Miami, Fl;i., was one of the top 
had to revamp our ~hole offense, but 
the guys will play more as a team. 
We're not looking for that long 
break, and I think that will make.us 
a better team.'' 
The Bison season ended in cOn-
troversy last year, despite a 9-1 
record. After winning the MEAC, 
they were not offered the large bid 
to the NCAA: I-AA playoffs they 
prayed so dearly for . And, even after 
the University filed a lawsuit and in-
junction to Stop the Divisional 
playoffs; the injuction failed, and the 
playoffs rolled on without the Bison. 
Although critics said weakness of 
... 
' 
. . - ·- _, 
Pho10 by David Embden 
- - --· - -
Fred Killings takes a break. 
schedule was the problem, Killings •• J .J. ,, , because if I go down he ·can 
thinks otherwise. come in and do the job without any 
''We are not looking for anyone to br.eakdowns. '' • 
give us anything (this seasop.}, we just · Killings is determined to make ' 
have to go out there and do our jobs. name for himself this year, and ac-
We want-to remove all doubts so that cording to backfield coach Jim Ward 
no one can say a(lything, •• Killings he has the talent to do so. 
said. ''We use it as a motivating . ''Fred does some things better than 
By Scott N. McClenney 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' 
It's hard to repeat- or so they say. 
But, Howard' s woman volleyball 
team wasted no time, as they an-
nihilated Coppin State 15-2, 15-3, 
15-1, Wednesday night at Burr Gym-
nasium, beginning what they hope 
can be another championship season. 
Even though this year' s volleyball 
team is made up of all freshman and 
sophmor~ head volleyball coach 
Linda Spencer still feels optomistic . 
--------· 
''Everyone should ex-
pect the team to hang in 
:here and develop a 
never die attitude. Inex-
perience will never 
make us quit. '' 
Linda Spencer. 
we provide 186 people here with researve backs in division I-AA last 
full scholarships, and Howard also season. He carried the ball 86 times 
provides the athlete with one of lor 606 yards and six touchdowns, to 
·factor. · Harvey. He is probably more ex1 
''People do not realize lhe schedule plosive over shorter distances and ' 'I believe we have the potential to 
we had last year was competitive,'' runs a little better between tackles,'' rep~at (as 1987 Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Killings said. ''This year we added Ward said. <•fred is determined to Conference Champions)," Spencer 
Frun. U., (Florida A. & M. Univer· make the best of this opportunity and said . 
the greatest educations he can finish sixth among all Mid·Ea.stern 
get." . i<\thletic Conference (MEAC) 
A great education- this is true, fUShers. Even though Killings spent . 
but I'm sure when an athlete \. p_lUCh of bis flfSt two seasons in the 
co·mes to Howard he also think s · Shadow of Reed. he too often show-
sity) and Grambling. It's about (the I don't think there will be that big a -
schedule) about a notch tougher than dropoff in productivity at that posi-
it was last year. I think we can han- -tion.'' These spike-happy women looked more than ready for a gruelling fall 
season as Sophomore and co-captain 
Nocola Thompson scored seven of 
the 15 points in the first match. 
about the great · ath1etic pfogram cd fluhes 'of brilliance. die it." Jason Johnson contributed to this 
this university has promised him as Aaainst Virlifua State, he ran for 
well as the education. c:arecr-higb 205 yards on 28 at· Although Killinas is supposed to be 
Come on Mr. Moultrie let's give tempts. And lait season be helped challenged this season by redshirt 
these athletes the things they oward act a oomo-from .. bebiftd ~ freshman tailback James Carpenter 
deserve so I don't have to write ory~NorthCarolinaA&T,with (S' 10,'' J9Slbs.),hefeelsnoworry. 
columns like this one in the future. 107 ,_ and three touchdowns. As a matter of fact he views the Situa-
Good luck to the Howard sports K.._belle>,,.theevemaandex- tion as pa1itive, and not negative. 
community. May you all have suc- of last yearplays l llrO!li 
cesful seasons. ~ ia this )'CIJt'• llTP' Ml« Illes and jjHe (Carpenter) is good, but this 
The H;lltop pledges to bring you ililuJw, · is his first year of Betting any play· 
the best coverage possible. '~ ••• a lot Qj'==oaylna r:· t.:t ~~~ ... ~.~, ~w~ .. utalolal'~·- -~ell ""- __ , 
"I'- ... A I ha~ ~I . 1 ' '-..;;ii""",_..,.u,.,•"""'c •• 
• 
reporr. 
'Fred Killings: 1987 
'86 carries - 606 yards 
'6 touc~downs . 
'205 yds
4
- 28 carries against 
- . 
Virginio St. - Career hi{1_h 
• 107 yds- 3 touchdowns vs. 
North -Carol1no A& T Stote. 
Although Coppin scored the first 
three points of the second match that 
didn't quite help as Howard co~vin­
cingly made Coppin's points 
null-and-void. 
Witli a team made up of very 
young people, coach Spencer did in-
terject that she was skeptical about 
the season. She also said that she was 
_./ 
• 
. Pho10 b1 Sttita Cob' ~ 4 
Intensity in volleyball 
not quite satisfied with the teams play 
in their very first game. 
''It will be fun io grow together. 
We can expect a lot of good things 
to come,'' Spencer said. _,. 
''Everyone should expect the team 
to hang in there and develop a never-
die attitude. Inexperience will never 
mak,e us quit." 
' \ 
• 
' 
I 
• 
• 
• 
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HOWARD ROSTER 
NUMBER NAME Position HOMETOWN 
-
11 John Harvell P-K f'!!!_"!'f_>O_rt Ne•vs, V~ 
2 An111ony Dov1s DB BelJon. S.C. 
3 Robert Hancock DB Richmond , Vo _ 
41 John Javis WR Columbia, S.C 
1 Thomas Jones DB LoPloto 1 Tr~ Kyles WR Detro1t. Mi . 
1 Charles Lambeck W~ A ugusto, Go . 
8 J.omes Moore_ DB Orang;burg:... ~C_:_ 
9 W1ll1e k>hrison DB Greenville. S.C . 
- -
IQ Peter Bennett DB Sem1no\e, Fla. 
· 11 Gregory Yelle WR K_!1Q"-v1lle. Tenn . 
12 Gory Marsh DB Housion 
13 Donald Corr 08 Austin . Te .... 
14 Miles Handy 06 St. Mathews, $.C. 
• 
15 Wol ter Allen OB M1am1. Fla. 
17 lee De6ose OB Go1nesv1lle, Flo 
19 Jomes Carpenter WR Oklahoma City 
20 G~o:y Massop K:-P Fort Lavderdale 
21 Anthony Scott FB Hvottsville 
22 Kelly Myrick DB El Poso, Tex_ 
23 Owen Young DB Tompo. Flo. 
24 Po.~1 Glenn DB Union. S.c. 
25 Tom Woison OB Fon VOiiey, Go . 
26 Seon Vonhorse DB Bolt1more 
\ . 
27 Wolter Price DB Pittsburgh 
• 
28 D'uone Driskell DB Lakeland. Flo. 
-
4llmm1tt.Sm11h OT Athens. Go . 
47 Kevin Rowley WR Aui:iusto, Go. 
48 Jomes Garland LB 8ol t1more 
49 Dorroyn Robinson LB Gainesville, Flo. 
50 Marvin Howard C Atlanta 
51 Ronald Wilson OT Portchester. N. Y. 
52 Oov1d Stewor! DB Harrisburg. Po. 
53 Anthony Golliday OG St. Louis 
54 Charles Gibbs 08 Mon1clo1r, N.J. 
~ 
' 55 Jomes Moore OT George1own, S.C. 
56 Charles Jones OT Ozone Pork, N.J. 
57 Kerry Demere OT Sovonnoh. Go. 
58 Mack Jones LB Columbia. S.C. 
59 Mor1y Groves LB Decatur. Go. 
60 John Welton OT Union, S.C. 
6 l Everest Parish C M1om 1 
62 Dw1gh1 Brunson C Plo1nf1eld, N.J , 
63 Kenneth Newsome C Boltomore 
64 Thomas Shekolus LB Horr1sburg, Po. 
65 joe Mortin LB St. Petersburq 
66 Nigel Green OT Atlanta 
67 Petrick Boyd OG Rock Hill, S.C . 
68 Marcus Ross OG Cocoa. Flo . 
69 Rod Emelle LB Go1nesv1lle. Flo. 
' 70 Brion Roy Mcleon OT Sykesville. Md. 
71 Warren Rouse OT Atlanta 
' 
I 
Sheraton 
·-. 
-:Black 
.College 
Rankings 
l. Central State University 
2. Howard University 
3 . JacksOn State University 
4. Gramblinq State University 
5. Florido A&M University 
6 . Virginia Union University 
7. A labama A&M University 
• 
8. North Carolina Central University 
9. Winston Salem State University 
10. Virginia State University 
• 
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Not a Bear, but s1till a Bison 
By Alonza Robertson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ATLANTA - Although former 
Howard superstar Harvey Reed's in-
tiial bid to play in the National Foot-
ball League came up short this sum-
mer, he remains optimistic about his 
chances of obtaining another shot at 
the big time. . 
After being drafted by the Chicago 
Bears in the eighth round last April, 
he fell to circumstances of a team 
with too many good running backs 
and not enough roster space for them 
all . He was released in early August . 
Reed appeared upbeat during an 
impromptu interview during halftime 
of the Howard-Morehouse game last 
weekend. He wore his familiar grin, 
a Bears t-shirt, · blue jeans a!l(l 
sneakers; .seeJTiingly success had not 
spoiled him. 
''I think I was the victim of the 
numbers game," Red said. 
''They said they didn't like my run-
ning style,'' he said. 
''I'm hurt because I know I could 
play there.'' 
During the pre-season scrimmages 
and games, it didn't appear Reed got 
much of a chance to prove his worth. 
This reporter attended the Bears 
intra-squad scrimmage at the team's 
summer training camp home in Plat-
teville, Wisconsin this July. _ 
Reed appeared a much l bigger 
player first due to the added bulk he 
gained from weightlifting since the 
end of the Bison's season last 
December. The recognizable number 
16 was replaced with number 36. 
"He carried the ball only once for 
a three yard gain. . \ 
In the pre-season opener against 
Miami, Reed fumbled on his first 
carry on the Bears own 5 yardline, 
• 
-
. ' .... 
r'hoto by Keith Leadbetter 
Ronnie Epps leads the way as Horvey Reed runs for the many yards he 
gained as o Howard tailback. 
giving the Dolphins a chance to score 
the winning touchdown; something 
that didn't happen. 
The next .l\'eek the team flew to 
Sweden for an exhibition game 
against the Minnesota Vikings. Reed 
said he loved the country and the 
people but regretted that he didn 't 
even get into the game. 
''Something just happened," he 
said. ''I was on the third team \veek 
in and week out and theri suddenly 
demoted to the fourth team." 
It was an ironic twist because it ap-
peared all his teammates liked him . 
At the annual rookie show during a 
team picnic, Reed, whose heavy 
southern twang only accented his 
delivery, told jokes that had his team-
mates and their families roaring in 
laughter. 
, Now Reed is back at Howard to 
finish up coursework that Icrft him a · 
semester short of a degree . He said 
he w_,il l continue to work out with 
hopes of hearing from another team. 
And where will the former MEAC 
and I-AA rushing champ find housf-
ing with the seeming shortag·e of 
available rooms this year? 
" Well Dr. (James E.) Cheek 
always told us his home was our 
home, so I think I'll give him. a Call," 
Reed said. 
29 Brion jones DB Baltimore 
30 Donald Howard FB Austin, Tex . 
72 W1ll1e Felder OT Sumter. S.C . 
_73 Jeff Dunbar OG Palmetto. Flo . 
74 Pa.,I Ramseur QT W1lm1ngton, De. 
75 T1morhy McDougle OT Detroit 
Boaters beat high-ranked Terrapins • 1n opener, 1-0 
f 31 Tony Mock FB Trenton. N.J. 
32 Guy Troupe DB Tulsa, Okla. 
33 Clint Ramsey HB Pittsburgh 
34 Fred Killings R8 M1om1. Fla. 
35 D-Onald Staggers FB Frederhck, Md_ 
"37 Dedr1c Tisdale RB Hausron 
38 Rodney Rumph RB Bel Glad~. Flo _ 
39 Mofe Chapman FB Landover. Md . 
40 Bobby Brodshee LB Wash1nqton. D.C. 
42 line/I S1ngleron FB Ga1nesv1lle, Fla. 
43 Eric Gore RB Bethlehem . Pa . 
· 44 Gary Brown FB Doak Park, Moch . 
76 Lynn_Dr1ver OT Decatur. Go. 
77 Gory Wil ling horn DI Atlante 
78 Beiley Daniels OT Decatur. Go. 
79 john Thomas OG Gainesville. Flo. 
Bl Derrick Faison WR Lake City, S.C. 
82 Nathaniel Franks TE Baltimore 
83 jimm1e johnson TE Augusta. Ga . 
84 W1ll1am Sutton TE Go1lhersburg. Md . 
85 Wolliom Green WR Washington, DC. 
86 Phi l Kearney LB Bolt1more 
B7 George Humes WR Miami 
88 Keith Parham WR Wosh1ngton. 0.C . 
B9 Troy W1!hams TE Boh1more 
90 Brian Toltoon OT Harrisburg, Po. 
91 Mike Clarington LB Moom1 
92 Oavrd Westbrook OT M1am1 
93 Bruce Dickerson OT Brunswick, N.J. 
94 Ransom Miller OT Oklohomo Coty, OK. 
95 RoAold Smith OT Greensboro, N.C . 
96 Christian Reedy OT St. Louis. MO. 
97 Robert Wood OT Trenton, N.J. 
By David Da Costa 
H illtop Staff Reporter 
Who has hi s heart in hi s throat, 
and longs to win? 
Howard University's men' s soccer 
coach Keith Tucker. 
Win is just what his boaters did, 
as they· defeated nationally ranked 
University of Maryland 1-0 last Fri-
day at Greene Memorial Stadium . 
The game marked the Boater's first 
opening victory in five years. 
\ 45 Maurice Crump DB Soul (ily, N.(_ 98 lance Hagan OT Austin, TX 
The Booters scored the game's on-
ly goal in the second half at the 75 
minute mark. Peter Issacs received 
the ball from 30 yards out in front of 
the Maryland goal mouth , and With 
three defenders guarding him, Issacs l---------------------- -----------" 
" 
.. 
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' • •Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
Specials!!! 
' 
For Fast Service Call 
265-9220 
• 
2722 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
265-9220 
' 
' 
dribbled by two defenders, faked a 
shot , and rocketed the- ball to the 
right of the diving goalie into the 
back of the net. 
The Terrapins came into game 
ranked 18th nationally but were out 
played for a vast majority of the 
game. 
In the opening ~moments of the 
game, the Terps appliC;d .. early 
pressure to the Boaters backfield and 
goalie Shaka Hislop. 
Howard' s defense held off the 
cha llenge with good play by 
defenders Irving Williams and Mike 
Williams. The Booters mounted a 
counter attack led by Waidi Akani 
who made ,an excellent pass to left 
winger, Issacs, who took a blistering 
Morehouse 
continued from page 11 
receiver De.rrick Faison 
had a tremendous 
height advantcige over the defensive 
back covering him. 
Debose, on a Well-executed play 
action pass, faked to the fullback, 
rolled left and lofted a pretty spiral 
to Faison who was running a post 
pattern. He caught the ball falling on 
his back in the end zone. 
Another Debose to Faison pass, 
this time an 11-yard TD toss, made 
the score 21-0. With that catch 
Faison, in only 33 career catches, has 
17 touchdowns. 
By this time the noisy 11,250 fans 
in attendance had quieted down. 
After the ganle, Jeffries praised the 
Morehouse squad saying with:an im-
proved defense they could be a very . 
good football team. He also praised 
his own offensive line and·the quartet 
running team of Killings, Carpenter, 
Scott and Tony Mack. 
The snapper for the kick team did 
have trouble with snaps; four PATS 
and one field goal was missed because 
of bad snaps. 
''He was rolling them like he was 
at the bowling lane,'' Jeffries said . 
''[t could have cost us the game." 
Howard has now won 16 of its last 
17 games. They'll take their show on 
the road again tomorrow when they 
face Grambling State University at 
Giants Stadium in New Jersey. -
• 
Send 
a 
Hilltopi.c 
.. today! 
• 
• 
I 
shot that went to the left of the post. 
The Boaters controlled the game 's 
tempo throughout, but Howard did 
experience a lull in play that was too 
familiar to Booter head coach , 
Tucker . 
" In the past !hey, (Maryland) pro-
bably would ha've scored , but th is 
team is hungry. They want to win," 
Tucker said. 
'' V+.'e really wanted to win (this 
game). When we saw~everyone laps-
ing. We pulled together," Issacs 
5aid .. That shows the kind of team 
this is." 
The Boaters recovered and 
mounted their game winning drive 
that culminated with a Issacs' goal. 
With about three minutes left in 
• 
• 
the game, the Terps mounted one last 
attack. Maryland shot a corner kick 
from the left of Howard's goal . The 
Terp's John Garvey lifted a ~ass to 
Howard's goal mouth that was re-
bounded by his teammate Ed Dovel, 
\vho fired a shot on goal from 15 
yards out. 
• 
The Booters goalie Kenneth Beach, 
who had come in for 1he injured 
Hislop, then made a diving stop to 
preserve a Sooter victory. 
, . 
' 'That was a great save, coming off 
the bench, but he's a senior, so he 
acted like one, although my heart was 
in my throat," said Tucker. 
I 
I 
.. 
-
• 
Photo by Frank Byrd 
'Aoh! Ooh! Wide receiver Denick Faison catches a touchdown pass 
for six. 
-
photo ~b)r Frank Byrd 
~ 
Concenhulion! 
' 
Howard ......... •....... 7 14 13 13 - 47 
Mor house .....•........ o , 6 a . 21 
Howard/ Morehouse 
Fii1t downs ........ .. ........ 21/ 23 
Ru~hes ....... . ........... 4 1-396/ 41-206 
Passing yards ............... 1671 200 
Sacked-yards lost ...... , ... . 0-01 3-15 
Return yards ............... . 321 7 
PaSsing ......... .. ...... 10-1 5-1/ lB-3&-2 
Punts-a\lerage ........... 5-36.6/ 4-41 . 7 
Fumbles-lost ..... ......... . 0-01 83-1 
Penalties-yards .......... 16-160/ B-85 
Time of Possesslon ........ 38:26/ 21 :34 
RUSHING 
HoWard: Killings 19-1 48. Debose 7-B4. 
&orr 4-86. ~arpen1er /-60. Mack 1-1, 
Corr 1- l 7. Ramsey 1-2. I· Javis l-n11nus 'l. 
Morthouse: Elu'"' 1"'-104. J. Oo-.1s 7-35. 
- . B .. lups6-2, Wy"·.ne 3-19, Reed 7-15. Smith 1-
P . \.SSING 
ilowlilrd : Debvse 12-B-1. 152 yorcjs. 
Carr 3-2-0, 15. l 
orehouse: j . Davos 32-,4- l, 159, 
wyrc~e 6-4-0, 41 _ 
REfEIVING 
Howard: Fo1son 4~75 kil-inson 2-56. 
• 
I 
LorT)beck 2-16, Jo~1s 1-1 1, :,...u;1 i-9 . I . 
Morehouse: Tease 3-42. f(1wa1ds 4-70. 
oone 7-~.- • ·'' 
_ 24. :,'.t'ed 1-1. Harley 1 ·6. f'h1l!1ps 1-11, 
~ ,1 1.JpS !-1 Livsey .-b . 
' 
• 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
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ecruitment ent 
.. 
or s 0 
• 
Faculty 
• Staff .. .;'. ' 
Student.s 
I 
The office of . Student 
Recruitment 
will hold its 
Annual Recruitment 
Wor~shops . _ 
Persons interested ~n 
• • • part1c1pat1ng · 
in the 1988-89 effort are 
invited to 
attend as follows: . 
Faculty and Staff Only 
• 
• 
I September 12, 1988, 1 :00-3:00p.m._ Blackburn Center - Room 148 & 150 I 
• 
• 
• 
' ' ' "
• 
• 
r 
• 
• 
Students Only* 
September 14 & 15, 1988 
5: 00 - 7: OOp. m. 
September 19 & 20, 1988 
Media Center - Sub Level One 
' Lecture Room - 1st Floor 
Undergraduate Library 
Undergraduate Library 
For additional information and to 
- ' 
make reservations please .contact 
· , Ms. Portia Fuller at 636-6005 
Prospective Student Search 
-
' 
- . - --
Do you know of someone who wants to 
. attend Howard and needs an _application 
· or other information? If so, call us (636-6005) 
or .stop by the office, Room G-02 Johnson 
Administration Bldg. 
• 
I • 
1, 
*Students must attend all workshops. ' 
• 
I I • 
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''I dont want 
a lot of hype. 
I just, want 
something I 
can count on.'' 
·-· - --
TMl5 NOTE IS YOUR rAST ..-ND6ASY 
~SWEP. TO SCMOOL FINANCING 
Get college cash, fust and eM)'. 
If financing )'Our education is taking a bigger bite out of )'Our school savings 
than expected, Citibank could be the answer for you. We have three different 
loans to help along the way - all easy to apply for, and fast to give )IOU results. 
Stafford Student Loans, SLS, and PWS loans. Foran application, call l-800-
692·8200 Opaator 515 or see your Financial Aid Administrator on campus, 
today. Be sure to fill in Cib'bank'• Lender Code 826878 on your application. 
CIT/BAN< CJ 
A OTCCX<PCCXvlf¥WY 
\.._, T# Major In Student Loans 
Alt ~UIDank StU<19nt Lo8111 ••• ...- in ~1 wnn IPP< •· • • "'°'°"'m re&ulitlons. Pro<:eeds mu11 be uud for euthorlz1d 
edUCllllOl\tl I ., lftMI In KC~e wim ,...... -H~rtlon. 
• 
The Hilltop/Friday, Segtember 9, 1988.:. ' Pol=&lf. 
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Some long distance coin· 
panies promise you the n1oon, 
but what you reallv want is de-
pendable, high-qualit\' ser,·ice. 
That's just what vori'll get ''i1en 
you choose A1&T !J:ing Distanrr 
Servii:e, at a cost that's a lot less 
than you think. You can expect 
low long distance rates. 24 hour 
operator assistanc:e, clear con-
nections and in1n1ediate credit 
for wrong nun1hers. Ariel the 
assurance that vi11uallv all of 
your calls will go through the 
first time. That's the genius of 
the AT&T Worlcffi·ide Intell igeni 
Net,vork. 
When it's tin1e tll choose, 
forget the gi1nn1icks and n1ake 
the intelligent choic:e, AJ&T. 
If youtl like to kuow n1ore 
about our prodtrcts or services, 
like International C.tlling and 
the AJ&T Card, call us at 
.1 800 222 0300 
ATa.T 
The right choice. 
' 
LENOE.R CODE 
826878 
-
WASHINGION. 0 . (' ....-
• 
' 
continued from page 10 
• day and Thursday nights are the most 
popular, the latter being ladies night. 
featuring male dancers . Rap and the 
top black hits dominate the 
turntables. 
Th¥, places mentioned above are 
just a:· few of the prime spots of 
Washington D.C. There are countless 
others including the tourist circuit 
(the Monument, Lincoln Memorial, 
Capital building, etc.) and areas out-
side of the District. 
The Metro system is very extensive, 
covering many points in D.C. and 
beyond. Get out and see the sights 
while Mom and Dad are still footing 
the bill . 
Bikers 
continued from page 10 
contlaaed Imm P91• 4 I 
responses,'' Oeyen,said. ; 
Some Howard University groups 
organized marches to the Mall, in-
cluding HUSA, which marched from 
the flag pole on the main campus to 
the Lincoln Memorial. ' 
"I really feel privileged to be part 
·of this march, it's too bad we can't 
1 work like this all the. time,'' ~aid 
Aaron Ruth, a ,70-ycar-old Howard 
sophomore who attended the march. 
The march was centered around a 
number of themes and goals ·in-
cluding jobs, peace, freedom, and 
equality. Discussing peace, Sane 
Freeze President William Sloane Cof-
fin told spectators, 11Twenty-five 
years ago we CBfTlC here to do battle 
for our countric~ soul.'' 
Rep. Charles Rangle (D-N,Y.) 
noted that the problems confronted 
in the original march still exist and 
that new problems have arisen. 
''We come here looking for jobs, 
looking for peace and looking for 
freedom ... freedom means our 
children can get an education as easi-
ultimate ly as they can get drugs on the 
street.'' he said. 
fully padded shonts for 
impact . L·· 
The average .cohsumer has a dif-
. ferent criteria vih~n ·purchasing bik-
ing short s- to show their toned 
bodies. 
While others stay with the tradi-
tionally black shorts, most consumers 
buy colorful biking shorts because 
they bring attention and they are the 
current fashion trend.· 
· Nevertheless, biking shorts, 
\vhether they are worn for practicality 
or for a fashion statement, are 
definite ly making an impression on 
toda)' 's youth . _ 
• 
Boycott 
continued froiri page .4 
''The choice today is the arms race 
or the human race,'' Coffin added. 
Other -speakers called for African-
Americans to remember the past and 
to not lose hope for the future . 
''We have come a long way, but we 
blacks still have a long wa>: to go,'' 
said Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga). 
Joseph Lowery, president of the 
SCLC, also noted, ''We've come too 
far for anyone. elephant or donkey, 
to turn back the clock." 
.Coretta Scott King, widow of slain 
civil rights leader Martin Luther King 
Jr. who delivered his now famous ' I 
Have A Dream' speech at thr original 
' march, defined her husbands dream. 
''Martin Luther King Jr .'s dream 
was more thin eloquent rhetoric. The· 
dream he shared with us on that day 
awakened the slumbering conscience 
of this nation.'' 
' 'I can not speak on behalf of ihose •'We have• made some progress 
companies or politicians (but) I since then, but we have much to do 
assume that those people had no in- before we can say that we have fulfill-
tention to discriminate against ed the dream of a nation united in 
blacks.' ' justice, equality and brotherhood. t• 
' 'They (the compan~es~ d~dn't have Other notable speakers included 
a cl~ar idea_ of wh~t is or is not of- Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young, D.C.1 
fens1ve, w.~1ch comes from a la~k of Mayor Marion Barry, D.C. Con-
;~posure, he conceded, add1dng, • gressman Walter Fauntroy, Michigan 
Japan should know more about Rep: John Conyers, NAACP Ex-
~lack Americans~ but at the same ecutive Director Benjamin Hooks 
time, Black Americans should know and National Urban League Presi-
mor~ about Japan.'.' . dent John Jacob . 
Rita Takahashi, Washington . 
rep resentati ve for the Japanese .James Walker contributed to this 
American Citizens League, condemn- story. 
ed the statements by the Japanese 
politicians a nd affirmed that 
Japanese-Americans do not share the 
views of Nakasone and Watanabe: 
''Japanese-Americans find that 
sort of dehumanization offensive of 
any group regardless of where that 
group is from," she said. 
The Afrikan-American Committee 
Against Japanese Racism is schedul-
ed to have its next meeting on Tues-
day, September 13th. The meeting, at 
315 Oglethorpe St. N.W., begins at 
7 p.m . 
Advertise in the 
HILLTOP 
Betrayed 
continued I from page 10 
soothe the shocked and Sickened 
Winger by telling her, ''he was just 
a nigger, dori't make too much .out 
of it.'' 
As Winger reluctantly becomes 
more involved with Berenger ,she 
discovers that his group extends far 
beyond the confines of the town in 
which they live. She also learns that 
the group has. influential ties with 
1 politicians: specifically, one who is a 
candidate for the presidency of the 
United States. 
Call 636-6867 
Send a Hillt~pi~ to I 
the one you love 
The plot rises to a dizzying clirrtax. 
Everyone's cover is blown . There is 
no real winner or happy ending, on-
ly small gains for good and slight in-
convienences for evil . 
It is not sUrprising that Costa-
Gavras is the director Of 
' 'Betrayed."He is known for movies 
that delve into issues , primarily 
polit.ical, and that impact on ·the 
American public. Two of his previ.ous 
movies, ''Missing'' and ''State of 
Siege,'' were both based on political 
events involving the United States. 
" 
• 
•• 
• 
' 
-.,· -··· 
' 
' 
''Betrayed,'' however, takes him 
off the political track and leaves him 
in a gray area that some have called 
taboo. 
Costa-Gavras was inspired to pro-
duce ''Betrayed'' because of his per-
sonal intrigue with racism . His goal 
is not to chronicle the rise of white 
supremacy, but to portray seeming-
ly responsible and decent people who 
become enamored of racist beliefs, he 
said in a recent Washington Post 
· interview. 
''Racism is not a problem of 
Americans only," said the native 
Greek, ' 'I think we are all racist. 
Because of background, religion. 
Religions generally are racist, because 
they accept only 9ne 
truthfulness ... We are also racists 
because of the insecurity in whicti: we 
live. '' 
As movie-goers, white 8.nd 
African-American, filed out of fik: 
theater the solemn expressions '-d 
nervow laughter gave evidence to•tfie 
shocking reality of the film . 
1
'lt really scares me, ''said Dwight 
.- Milner, a viewer. '.'I knew this kind 
of thing aocs on, but I neve.r gaV.e it 
any re~ thought until now·, Now I 
have a suspicion of every politician 
and even the people l work with,' r he 
said. · . 
Raised susricions and fear arc on-
"ly some o the emotions that 
''Betrayed'' will . provoke. But 
·,t.perhapr so111e thouahu will emerge 
·.~~ that will . do niore :than that. ,As 
~movie-aoer Ellen'·"'Schmidt- said, 
"Maybe some people who wenf in 
with prejudices will come.out with'out 
them. This movie really shows how 
sensele~s 40d self-destructing it · all iS. '' . - . " · - . . - . 
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1 Hill topics ' • • 
Announcements 
• 
The LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT COUNCIL 
is sponsoring our onnuolMiss Liberal 
Arts Pageant,September 26. All in-
terested, talented, and~ poised ladies, 
please submit your application in 108 
Blackburn by 5,00 TODAY! Sept. 9, 
1988 
You are invited to o Spartacus Youth 
forum on ''Jesse Jackson, Racism and the 
Democrotili Porty'', Friday, Sept.9, 
7:30p.m., Room 821, Douglas Hall. 
Come hear and d iscuss the Marxist pro-
gram for block liberation through 
Internships available with Common 
Cause, the Citizens' Lobby. Work on 
arms control, ethics in government , cam-
paign reform. Coll Vol . Office, 833-1200 
for more info. 
REACH OUT!! 
VOiunteer as a Special Friend/Tutor for 
on inner-city child. Interested? Coll the 
Community Children's M inistry, 
797-0106. 
PUTTIN ON THE LIPS ... 
. .. lips-sine contest, formerly ''MOTOWN 
COMES TO HOWARD'', now arrives to 
Hpword University! For more informa-
tion, contact Winnie Young in Blackburn 
Center room l 09. 
The Brothers of A lpha Ph i A lpha Frater-
nity, Inc. Beto Chapter Present: 
''The Back to School Jam'' 
Friday Sept. 9, 1988 lOpm 'Iii 2om Ar-
mour J. Blackburn Center 
"TOO BLACK TOO STRONG" 
The Eastside Nightclub at 1824 1/2 St. 
SW • 
Saturday Sept.17th Todd Johnson 
presents ''Too Row'' from lOpm to Som! 
V-103's DJ Fronkski upstairs and DJ 
Renegade downstairs. $1000 swimsuit 
contest! $10 . 
Jobs 
• soc1olist revolution! lnfo:636-3537,Ray 
Bishop. HOMECOMING 1988 
Volunteers are needed for the follow-
- Exciting Port-time Job- Group-Leoder-
School aged children. 
l year college necessary. Coll 333-4953 
GHC. THE HEAL T,H PROFESSIONS CLUB 
Wi ll hove o meeting on Wednesday, 
September 14, 1988 at 5:30p.m. in 
Locke Holl Room 105. All ore welcome 
to otten -1 · ·11 5 meeting! 
• • 1ng events: 
• International Doy 
• Fashion Show 
• Miss Howard Pageant 
• Howardfest 
• Lip-Sine Contest 
'!"' Parade 
ELECTORAL JOBS 
Telefundroiser to elect progressive can-
didates into office and to lobby for pro-
gressive issues. 5:30 to 9:30pm, 
$8.00/hc,, coll B28-0905. 
, INTERNSHIPS IN TELEVISION 
CONSUMER INVESTIGATION 
'!"' Gospel Show 
• Pra.game Party 
• Variety Show 
LIFEGUARDS, ATTENDANTS, 
SECRETARIAL HELP 
Naval Resea'rch Laboratory Recre.ot1on 
Club (located off Rf 295 near Bolling 
AFB}. $5.03 per hour. Flexible hours. M-
F 6am to 9om", lOom to lpm, 3pm to 
9pm, Sunday 12noon to 5pm. Contact 
Ms. Janice Vary or leave message at 
767-2560. 
I 
- Applico11ons ore now being accepted for 
1nternsh1ps with WJLA's Emmy Award 
w1nn1ng SEVEN ON YOUR SIDE PRO-
GRAM. Internships begin in September 
for the !alt-and January for the spring. 
Each program lasts 12-115 weeks. 
Interns gain practical experience in con-
sumer services, television production, 1n-
vest1gatory techniques, research and 
dispu te resolution. 
To apply, send o resume, cover letter, 
and two letters of recommendation to 
Thermon Coles, SEVEN ON YOUR SIDE 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM, WJLA-TV, 
Ppst Office Box 311, Wash ington , DC 
20044. For more information coll 
364-7764 or attend a breifing and inter-
view session on September 6, 1988 from 
7:00 to 8:00pm at 4420 Connecticut 
Avenue NW, 2nd floor. Please bring o 
resume and two letters of recommendo-
11on ,if you pion to attend the breifing 
session. , 
WANTED!!! 
Students and Clubs to join the '88-'00 
Stud~nt Travel Services' Soles Team. -Earn 
CASH and/or FREE Winter and Spring 
Break vacations. Travel with the best to 
our exc1t1ng ski and sun destinations. For 
mo~ 1nformat1on coll l -800-648-4849. 
What would you like to see and who 
w6uld you like to see in the 1988 
Homecoming Parade? Please submit all 
request and ideas to room 109, 
Blackburn Center. 
' 
• Public Relations 
·An information session will be held 
on September 12th in Blackburn 's 
East Ballroom at 7 :30p!ft. 
Come get involved with the event of 
the year .... ALL ARE WELCOMED!!! 
. ' 
VARIETY SHOW AUDITIONS 
For all of you that con sing, dance, rap, 
act, or just entertain, the Homecoming 
Variety· Show will be holding auditions 
on September 13 . For more detai ls on the 
i ~ me and location. contact Rob Turner at 
636-6914 
THE COUNTDOWN BEGINS .... , 
TUTORS! TUTORS! TUTORS! 
Are needed in the areas of ... 
General chemistry, organic chemistry, 
biochemistry, functions. physics. 
s1ot1stics, microbiology, anatomy, 
physiology, kinesiology and zoology. 
1\ you ore interested and provide 
references, please contact Mrs. F. Faison 
dn 636-5433 or come by the College of 
A llied Health Sciences', room l 03, bet-
ween the hours of 8:30om-5:00pm. ON-
LY THE DEDICATED SHOULD APPLY' 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
f'or depression/anxiety, add ictions 
(eating disorders), relationships/ sex-
uality, life transitions, stress. Free con-
sultot1on: GEORGETOWN. Tora-Morie 
L1nne,LCSW 337-7079 
I 
I . I 
~UDY'S 
. BEAUTY AND BARBER SUPPLY 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DESIGNERS 
(202) 832·1300 
For Rent/Sole 
ROOM FOR RENT MALES 
Walking distance to the Universi -
ty ... Locge rooms 234-3584. 
BOOKS FOR SALE ' 
Speech Pathology, col l 890-4080 
.between 6-9pm any day! 
Personals 
POP 
Evanescent Effervescence 
Oeckea In 
Pink and Blue! 
Carbonation Jubilation 
So Refreshing 
Watching You! 
D.L.P.B. 
•' -
One Hel l of a Man 
CHEERS to OUR FIRST 
To many more to come 
Love you dearly 
One Hopeless Ro1hontic 
• 
• 
15% off all merchandise 
10% off salon visit 
' 
Valid with current registrat.ion .. 
.. offer exp ires September 30, 1988 
! 
• 
RHODE ISLAND SHOPPING CENTER 
(Next to Zayres) 
520 R~DE ISLAND AVE.,N.E. WASHINGTON, DC 20002 
.. - ' ~ 
To my sorors of A lpha Chapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Welcome 
Back! Thanks for all the love bestowed 
upon me while in the hospital. I wouldn't 
hove made it without you. I LOVE 
YOU!!! 15-A-88 T.T. B.O.D. 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE HILLTOP 
To everyone who sewme cords, gifts, 
flowers, coiled , visited and prayed for me 
Thank you!! You also helped me get 
through a difficult period and I will 
remember who you ore. Thanks for 
everything. Sincerly, Shelley T. 
THE NATION'S 
' ATTENTION 
If you will be attending the HOWARD vs. 
GRAMBLING game, make sure you 
don't miss the Pre-Gome Festivities at the 
PALLADIUM 123 E. 13th St. NYC' 
Doors open at 6pm. ''YQY. BEST BELIEVE 
THE HYPE" 
· LARGEST· 
AFRICAN-
AMERICAN COL-
• • 
LEGIATE 
In Dedication To Brother Morris Belk 
We the Brothers of Phi Beto Sigma would 
li ke to thank you for the leadership that 
you brought to this fraternity. You were 
always there in times of need, 
demonst rating the true meaning of 
Brotherhood. 
NEWSPAPER 
FOR ·DETAILS 
· . CALL. . . Although you hove reached the Omega Chapter we will continue to hold love for 
yol! in our hearts. God bless you as you 
enter His kingdom. 
Eternally yours, 
Alpha Chapter 636-6866,67,68 
• 
' ' 
• 
• 
. 
S r uoENT A ss&c1Ar10N 
: I 0 
'c( presents' (). THE .; 
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• ULTIMAtE 
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~ \;> (> 1Jt1, 711, ?i~Jh · ·~.,, '+-?(!,1 
• 
"It's Thursd.ight, and I n11d l \ BREAE ! ! !" 
' 
s CI AL 
~H-. ~DAY, SE&~~!IJ;;R 15 IOPM_:~AM 
Bt'ACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM 
-·- ·- -·---------··-· -·-
Tickets only 
Tlkcet1 1v1\l1bl t at Cramton Auditor ium Box Otnct 
• 
0 
-, ~ 
WRiTE foR TltE STUdENT . 
NEWSPAPER 
• 
• 
.. 
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• 
• 
WE ARE NOW ACCEpTiNG AppliiA-
TiONS FoR STAFF REPORTERS ANd 
pkoTOGRApkERS. \VE ENCOURAGE 
sTudENTS fRoM EVERY sckool 
ANd collEGE TO Apply! 
Also, REPORT ON THE NEWS IN 
YOUR SCHOOL!!! TkE HillTop is iN-
TERESTEd iN kiRiNG sckool CORRESpoNdENTS 
TO iNfORM us of spECiAl EVENTS ANd pEoplE 
· WE should kNow AbouT. foR dETAils cAll 
6}6-6866,6 7 ,68. 
CALL TOdAylll 
, 
• 
. . 
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